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Abstract
Vertebrate organisms possess a large and diverse repertoire of
antibody variable regions.

A number of different genetic mechanisms

have been proposed to account for immunoglobulin variable (V) region
diversity, including multiple germline genes, somatic mutation,
somatic recombination, and multiple small gene segments which are
joined to form a complete variable region gene segment.

Analyses of

variable region amino acid sequences demonstrate the relative contribution of each of these mechanisms to antibody diversity.
Twenty-four V 21 chains have been examined.
K

They suggest that the

kappa chain variable region is encoded in two separate gene segments:
V and J
K

K

which are rearranged and joined during B cell differentiation.

Diversification of the N terminus of the J
quence of V -J
K

K

K

segment occurs as a conse-

joining and has been explained by a site-specific

recombination model.

The amino acid sequence data are consistent with

the existence of a minimum of six V and five J
K

K

germline gene segments.

Possible cases of somatic mutation are also observed.

These conclu-

sions are supported by nucleic acid sequence analyses performed by
others.
Complete variable region amino acid sequences have been determined
for twenty-one heavy chains from dextran binding antibodies.

These

sequences suggest that the heavy chain variable region is encoded by
three gene segments:

VH, D, and JH.

are consistent with this conclusion.

Nucleic acid sequence analyses
The existence of a minimum of

two VH and four JH germline gene segments is suggested by these
sequences.

Possible examples of somatic mutation of VH and JH gene

v

segments have also been found.

Diversification of the N-terminal resi-

due of the JH segment may occur as a consequence of D-J
mechanism analogous to that observed in kappa chains.

8

joining by a

Although com-

prised of only two residues, the D segment is the most diverse portion
of dextran binding heavy chains.
Combinatorial joining of V and J
K

K

gene segments and

v8 , D, and

JH gene segments contributes significantly to antibody diversity.
Precise molecular locations of idiotypic determinants can be
established in the dextran heavy chains.

A cross-reactive idiotypic

determinant (IdX) is located in the second hypervariable region of the
VH segment.

Individual idiotypic determinants (Idis) correspond to

particular D segments.
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INTRODUCTION

2

The antibody molecule plays a major role in protecting vertebrate
organisms against infection and disease.

A single antibody exhibits a

high degree of specificity for binding to a corresponding antigenic determinant or hapten.

The specificity of antibody-antigen interaction

combined with the large number of different antigens to which a single
organism can raise an antibody response implies that the organism's
repertoire of antibodies is extremely diverse.

For a number of years

immunologists have concerned themselves with attempting to construct
theories to explain the origin of antibody diversity.

This is the prob-

lem with which I have been concerned for the past five years.

During

that time the techniques of protein and nucleic acid sequence analysis
have provided many insights into the multiple mechanisms involved in
generating antibody diversity.

I will now i) briefly review antibody

structure and genetics, ii) review the major alternative theories of
the ori gin of antibody diversity which have been proposed and iii)
summarize briefly the approach I have taken to contribute to a resolution of this problem.

Antibody Structure and Genetics (1)
Antibody molecules are composed of two different polypeptide
chains:

heavy (H) chains of 50,000-70,000 daltons molecular weight and

light (L) chains of approximately 25,000 daltons.

Comparisons of amino

acid sequences of both types of chains revealed that each chain is composed of an N-terminal variable (V) region approximately 110 amino
acids long and a C-terminal constant (C) region 110 amino acids long
in light chains and 440 or 550 amino acids long in heavy chains.
VH and v

1

The

regions combine to form the antigen binding site while the
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CH region mediates various effector functions which result in the elimination of antigen from the organism.
In the mouse there are two types of light chains:
lambda (A).

kappa (K) and

Each type of light chains is encoded by a separate and un-

linked gene family.

As originally proposed by Dreyer and Bennett (2)

and subsequently confirmed by nucleic acid analysis of antibody genes
(3,4) VL and CL regions are encoded in germline DNA by separate VL and
CL gene segments.

During differentiation of the antibody synthesizing

cell (the B cell

one VL gene segment is rearranged to a new location

adjacent to a CL gene segment to create an actively transcribing light
chain gene.
The mouse heavy chains are encoded by a third unlinked immunoglobulin gene family.

This family is presently known to contain a

minimum of eight different CH gene segments: 1-1, 6, -y l, -y2a, -y2b, -y3,

CL, E:.

The particular type of heavy chain constant region present in an antibody molecule determines the class of that molecule.

Thus a molecule

of the IgM class contains 1-1 heavy chains, an IgG class molecule'( heavy
chains, IgA class molecules

CL

with the composition -y L .
2 2

Other classes exist as multimers of H2L2

subunits.

chains, etc.

The IgG class is a tetramer

For example, the IgM class is a pentamer with the composi-

tion (1-1 L ) •
2 2 5
Comparisons of heavy and light chain variable region amino acid
sequences demonstrate that both types of variable regions contain four
regions of relatively conserved amino acid sequence, termed framework
regions, which are separated by three regions of highly variable amino
acid sequence, termed hypervariable regions (5,6).

Three-dimensional

structures of antibody molecules derived by X-ray crystallographic
analysis demonstate that the hypervariable regions fold to form the

4

walls of the antigen binding site (12,13).

Theories of Antibody Diversity
A number of different genetic mechanisms had been postulated by
1975 to contribute to antibody diversity (9).

I have divided them into

four general types and summarized them briefly here.

As will be dis-

cussed below each of these four types of theories makes specific predictions for the diversity patterns which might be observed when a
number of different antibody variable region sequences are compared.
Classical germline theory (10).

This is the simplest of the four

theories and states that each different heavy and light chain variable
region sequence is encoded by a different germline gene.

The existence

of several thousand germline variable region genes was predicted in
this theory.
Somatic mutation theories (11-14).

A number of different versions

of somatic mutation theories have been advanced.

They all share a com-

mon element in the belief that the number of antibody variable region
amino acid sequences is greater than the number of germline antibody
gene sequences.

The amino acid sequences not directly encoded by germ-

line genes are postulated to arise by either ordinary mutation or
special mutational mechanisms during proliferation of the precursors
to antibody secreting cells during ontogeny.

The precise number of

germline genes postulated varies from less than ten to a few hundred
in different versions of the theory.
Germline genes and somatic mutation can be identified from an
analysis of amino acid sequence diversity patterns.

It was generally

agreed by classical germline and somatic mutation theorists that a
germline variable region gene would be defined by finding two inde-
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pendently isolated heavy or light chains with identical variable region
amino acid sequences.

This relies upon the parallel mutation argument

which states that two independent cell lineages are unlikely to follow
parallel mutation pathways which would yield identical variant genes in
both lineages.

Variant sequences derived from a particular germline

sequence are expected to differ from one another and their common germline precursor by one or more amino substitutions, with each variant
sequence being unique.

Mutations which occur in hypervariable regions

might dfrectly influence the affinity of the antibody for antigen.
Cells synthesizing variant antibodies with higher antigen binding affinity could be selectively stimulated to proliferate by virtue of this
increased affinity.

Such selection could potentially permit the obser-

vation of variant proteins even if somatic mutation occurs at a low
fre quency.
Somatic recombination

(l~

16).

This theory assumes the existence

of a moderate number, perhaps several hundred, tandemly arrayed variable
reg ion genes.

Unequal crossing over among these genes in the precursors

to antibody secreting cells during ontogeny would result in novel variable reg ion gene sequences.

This theory predicts an unique diversity

pattern for variable region amino acid sequences.

Multiply repeated

sequences will indicate unrecombined germline genes.

Variant sequences

resulting from unequal crossing over would be identified as having the
sequence of one germline gene from the N terminus to some arbitrary
position and the sequence of a second germline gene from that point
to the C terminus.

The precise recombination point could occur any-

where in the variable region sequence.
Multiple gene segment or minigene theories (17-19).

These theories

postulate that the complete variable region does not exist as a single

6

contiguous sequence of nucleotides in germline DNA but rather is encoded by a number of short gene segments or minigenes.

Each of these gene

segments encodes the complete sequence of one framework or one hypervariable region.

During ontogeny framework and hypervariable region

gene segments are rearranged and joined to form one complete variable
region gene which is joined to a constant region gene and transcriptionally active.

The amino acid sequence diversity pattern predicted

by these theories is similar to that predicted by somatic recombination.
However, gene segment theories predict multiple apparent recombinations
at precise locations (framework-hypervariable region boundaries) and
can thus be distinguished from the somatic recombination theory.
Molecular mechanisms contributing to diversity (10).

Two non-

genetic mechanisms may contribute significantly to antibody diversity.
If any heavy chain can associate with any light chain then combinatorial association of heavy and light chains will greatly amplify antibody diversity.

Thus 10

8 different antibody binding sites could be

created from combinatorial association of 10
chains.

4 heavy and 10 4 light

If a single antibody molecule can bind more than one antigen

such multispecificity could also greatly increase the antigen binding
repertoire of a given antibody population.
At the time I came to Caltech partial N-terminal amino acid sequences had been determined for a number of heavy and light chains
obtained from homogeneous antibodies from myeloma tumors (9,20-22).
These tumors were available in large numbers from the NZB and BALB/c
strains of mice.

These early sequence studies demonstrated the ex-

tensive sequence diversity of mouse antibodies and the existence of
multiple germline heavy and light chain variable region genes.

7

Several other laboratories have examined mouse light chain diversity by nucleic acid sequence analysis (16,23-25).

Their conclusions

are consistent with those derived from our analysis of the diversity
patterns of kappa chain amino acid sequences.
As work on the VK

21

system progressed it became apparent that an

analysis of a closely related set of heavy chains could also be rewarding.

We settled on the set of heavy chains of BALB/c antibodies which

bind the simple hapten a(l,3)-dextran for several reasons.

The immune

response of mice to this antigen had been well characterized (26-29).
A special immunization protocol had been developed which elicited high
titers of serum anti-dextran antibodies (27).

Quantities of anti-dex-

tran antibody sufficient for amino acid sequence analysis could be obtained from one or a few mice, a property not found with other BALB/c
antibodies .

Chapter 3 presents the results of N-terminal sequence

analysis of four pools of BALB/c anti-dextran antibodies which demonstrate that dextran heavy chains do represent a closely related set
of proteins.
For further sequence analysis work it was clearly desirable to
obtain homogeneous dextran binding antibodies.
were available:

Ml04E and J558.

Two BALB/c myelomas

With the advent of the hybridoma

technique in which antibody secreting spleen cells are fused with
myeloma cells (30) an unlimited number of immortal cell lines secreting homogeneous dextran binding antibodies could be obtained.
ters

Chap-

4 and 5 present complete variable region amino acid sequences

for two myeloma and nineteen hybridoma heavy chains.

The di-

versity patterns observed suggested that the heavy chain variable region is encoded in three gene segments:

VH' D and JH.

This conclu-

sion has subsequently been supported by nucleic acid sequence analysis

8

Having superficially examined the scope of th e mouse repertoire
the next logical step seemed to be a detailed analysis of sets of
closely related variable region sequences.

In choosing a closely re-

lated set of proteins for study it is possible to limit one's study
to a small number of germline genes.

With sufficient data it should

be possible to identify all germline genes for the set of proteins,
even those which differ by only a few amino acid substitutions.

Once

the germline contribution to diversity is known it should be possible
to discover the relative contributions of other mechanisms of diversification to total antibody diversity.

My experimental approach to the

problem has therefore been extensive amino acid sequence analysis of
two closely related sets of proteins:

the VK

21

group of light chains

of the NZB mouse and the a-1,3-dextran binding heavy chains of the
BALB/c mouse.
Chapters 1 and 2 present results of sequence analysis of' 24 different NZB VK

21

myeloma light chains.

Analysis of the amino acid se-

quence diversity patterns as discussed above led to a number of conclusions regarding the origin of diversity in these proteins.

First,

it was apparent that the classic variable region is encoded in two
separate germline gene segments, VK and J K
ple germline VK and J K gene segments.
of V and J
K

K

Second, there are multi-

Third, combinatorial joining

can contribute significantly to antibody diversity.

Fourth, diversity at the N terminus of the J K segment can be produced
as a consequence of the rearrangement of VK and JK and can be explained by a site specific recombination model.

Fifth, several po-

tential examples of somatic mutation of VK and J K segments have been
found.

9

(31).

Multiple germline VH and JH gene segments appear to exist and

possible examples of somatic mutation in both these gene segments have
been observed.

Diversification of the N-terminal residue of the JH

segment may occur as a result of gene segment rearrangement, analogous
to what has been observed in kappa chains (Chapter 2).

The D segment

is only two amino acid residues long and is the most diverse portion
of dextran binding heavy chains with twelve different sequences observed in the twenty-one proteins examined.

Combinatorial joining of

VH' D,and JH gene segments makes a major contribution to antibody
diversity.

One of the most striking features of the dextran binding

heavy chains is that we have found twenty-one different variable region sequences in twenty-one heavy chains.

Since all dextran anti-

bodies examined appear to have identical A light chains combinatorial
association of heavy and light chains does not appear to contribute
to the diversity of anti-dextran antibodies.
Idiotypes are antigenic determinants located on antibody variable
regions.

They have been used as markers for genetic mapping of anti-

body genes (32,33).

Jerne (34) has suggested in his network theory

that idiotypes may be involved in the regulation of the immune system.
In Chapter

4 and Appendix 1 the first molecular characterization of

idiotype is presented for idiotypes found on dextran binding antibodies.
The finding that idiotypes are located on both VH and D segments may
have important implication for future interpretation of genetic mapping data.
All of the studies presented here have depended heavily on advances made in amino acid sequence analysis during the past five years
at Caltech

(35,36~

I have been involved in this effort during this time.

10

The paper of Appendix 2 is presented as an example of the application
of this technology to other, non-irnmunoglobulin proteins.
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CHAPTER 1

This paper was published in Nature .
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Rearrangement of genetic information may
produce immunoglobulin diversity
M. Weigert & L. Gatmaitan
Institute for Cancer Research , Fox Chase Cancer Center , Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19111

E. Loh*, J. Schilling & L. Hood
Division of Biology, California Institute of Technology. Pasadena , California 91125

The nearly complete amino-acid sequences of 22 closely
related immunoglobulin K variable ( V. ) regions from the
inbred NZB mouse are presented. This group of V. regions
is encoded by at least six germ line v. genes. These data also
suggest that the mouse K gene is divided into three segments
termed V or variable (residues 1 to 98 or 99 ), J or joining
(residues 99 or 100 to 112) and C or constant (residues
113-219). Tonegawa et al. have recently described a
similar J segment for mouse A chains. Inbred mice contain
multiple V. and J. gene segments. Therefore, different
combinations of Vand J gene segments may be joined at the
DNA level during the differentiation of individual
lymphocytes to contribute to antibody diversity.

RECENT structural studies on antibody molecules , mRNAs and
genes have contributed substantiall y to our understanding of
antibody diversity. Antibody polypeptides are divided into two
regions , an N-terminal variable (VJ region and a C-terminal
constant (C) region . The organisation of antibody genes seems
unusual in two respects: (I) the V and C regions are encoded by
separate genes in the germ line of each organism 1.2 and (2) these
genes are rearranged with respect to one another during the
differentiation of the antibody-producing cell 3 ". Variable
regions, which encode the antigen-binding sites , are the focus
for three theories of antibody diversity . The germline theory
contends that antibody variability is encoded by large numbers
of germline V genes'. The somatic mutatioi: theory postulates
that diversity arises by somatic variation of relatively few germline genes•. A third model suggests that the rearrangement of
antibody gene segments during differentiation may also
generate ant ibody variability' -•. The studies described here on
mouse K chains stress the importance of multiple germline V
genes and suggest that antibody diversity may be increased by
the combinatorial joining of multiple V and J gene segments.

Diversity in mouse light chains
Myeloma tumours artificially induced in two inbred strains of
mice, BALB / c and NZB, have provided homogeneous
immunoglobulins, mRNAs and chromosomal DNA for the
analysis of the diversity patterns of V regions in the two lightchain immunoglobulin families , A and K 10 • The overall pattern
of V-region diversity in mouse light chains shows that most of
the variability resides in three hypervariable regions. These fold
to constitute the light-chain contribution to the walls of the
antigen-binding crevice . The remainder of the V region provides
a scaffold for the binding site and is termed the framework
region " 11 - " . The extent and nature of diversity patterns in V,
and V. are quite different .
The sequences of mouse A chains suggest that somatic muta•Present address : Biochemistry Department. Stanford Medical School.
Stanford . California 94305 .

tion may have an important role in generating antibod y diversity. Amino acid sequence analyses have established that 12 of
18 V, regions studied are identical and that the remaining six
differ by one to three amino acid substitutions. all of which occur
in one of three hypervariable regions 1' . It has been proposed
that the 12 identical V, regions (V, 0 ) are encoded by a single
germline gene and that the variants arise by somatic mutations" .
This interpretation is supported by nucleic acid hybridisation
studies which suggest that V, regions are encoded by one or a
few germline genes 1•.n In addition, the DNA sequence of the
putative germline V, gene , V , 0 , has been determined for a V,
gene isolated from presumably undifferentiated mouse embryo
DNA and a variant sequence has been determined on another
V, gene isolated from myeloma DNA 18 . (A 19th A chain .
MOPC 315, seems to differ by about 10 % of its V sequence from
the other 18 A chains. This V region is probably encoded by a
second V, gene.) Thus, most mouse A chains exhibit a simple
pattern of diversity at the protein and nucleic acid levels that is
consistent with one germ line V gene and variants arising by
somatic mutations .
Variability in mouse V. regions is extensive in both hypervariable and framework regions 1 1. 1°. A relatedness tree for the
N-terminal 23 residues, a portion of the framework region . of 61
BALB / c and NZB K chains depicts 55 different sequences (Fig.
1). We will refer to a se t of V. regions which are very similar over
their N-terminal 23 residues as a group . (Potter has suggested
that each set of mouse \I, regions differing by three or fewer
residues at their N terminus be given number (that is, group )
designations'". By his criterion, 64 BALB / c V. sequences fall
into 26 groups and 31 NZB V. sequences fall into 14 groups .)
The complete V-region sequences from distinct groups may
differ by up to 50% of their sequence. The genetic interpretation
of V-region groups is that each is encoded by at least one distinct
germline V gene because multiple, identical somatic mutations
would be required to produce the immunoglobulin V regions of
two or more groups from a single V. gene'1. 22 • This is described
as the argument of parallel mutation .
Nucleic acid hybridisation data support the supposition that
different groups are encoded by distinct V genes". Hence. the
minimum number of germline genes in a particular antibody
family can be estimated by counting V-region groups. In the
mouse K family , the number of groups has been estimated to be
about 50 for either BALB / c or NZB mice 1 ' . If the myeloma
data analysed do not constitute a random selection of the normal
V. genes, the number of groups could be larger. In striking
contrast, most A chains fall into a single group .
The variability of mouse K chains within a single group, V. 21,
does not resemble that of the predominant A group (for example, with variability only in hypervariable regions) . This has been
shown for eight BALB/c K chains in the V. 21 group that have
identical N-terminal sequences except for a single substitution .
Three pairs of these V. regions fall into closely related sets or
subgroups, designated V.21A , V.21B and V.2JC, which are
defined by multiple shared or subgroup-associated amino acid
residues . The remaining two V regions differ from V. regions of
the three subgroups and from each other 24 · " . This survey
suggests that the V .21 group in BALB / c mice is coded for by at
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MOPC773

TEPCl~7
W3129

Fig. 1 A relatedness tree
for N-terminal 23 residues of 55 different V.
sequences of the mouse.
These V. regions are
derived
from
NZB
(boxed) and BALB / c
mice. The V.21 group is
indicated by a dotted
circle. The numbers on
the lines indicate the
number of nucleotide
substitutions that separate
two successive junction

(node) points on the tree.
Thus, the minimal extent
to which individual K
chains differ from one
another at the nucleotide
level can be determined
by summing the lengths of
the lines between the two
V. regions (adapted from
ref. 19)

.6
MOPC 149 611

2 .8

47A

least three germline V genes by the argument of parallel mutation .
The object of this study is to analyse further the extent and
pattern of diversity in the V .21 group of NZB mice. In a screen
of the N-terminal sequences of 31 NZB K chains. three V. 21
chains, PC374 l, PC2880 and PC1229, were found 26 • Using the
NZB K chains. PC374l and PC2880, or the BALB/c V.21
chains. Tl 24 and M70. antisera were made which specifically
identify V .21 chains and distinguish a set reacting with antisera
to PC2880 or M70 from a second set reacting with antisera to
PC3741 or Tl24 (Fig. 2). Of 700 NZB myeloma immunoglobulins screened with these antisera, 5.7%fell into the first set
and 3.1 % into the second. In addition, the normal light chains
from the sera of several inbred strains of mice crossreact with
thest! antisera to levels of 7 .2% and l ·4%, respectively. 27 Thus.
the V. 21 group constitutes about 8-9% of normal serum and
myeloma light chains. This group is an ideal model system for
studying the nature of diversity within the K family of the mouse
because many members of the V.21 group can be readily
identified by rapid serological assays. Furthermore, the high
frequency of these K chains in normal sera suggests that the
V. 21 light chains are used not only in myeloma antibodies, but
also in normal antibodies. In this article we report on the
V-region sequences of 22 NZB K chains belonging to the v.21
group. These data suggest that the V. 21 group is encoded by
multiple germ line genes and that the V region is encoded by two
separate DNA segments, V and J.

V "21 regions fall into six subgroups
Twenty-two NZB V.21 regions are compared. A summary of
the methodology used to sequence these V regions is given in the
legend to Fig. 2 and the complete data will be presented in detail
elsewhere 2 •-> 0 . Of these V. 21 regions, 18 fall into six subgroups,
denoted by V.21A. B, C, D. E and F, in which two or more
closely related V. regions share at least three subgroup-associated residues. Subgroup-associated residues distinguish the
members of a particular subgroup from members of most of the
other subgroups (boxed residues in Fig. 2); 29 subgroup-associated residues occur in positions 1-98. Variable regions from
different subgroups differ from one another by 3 to 20 residues
over their N-terminal 98 residues (Fig. 3 ). The reason for

limiting our subgroup analysis to the N-terminal 98 residues will
become apparent later. Again, even closely related subgroups
(such as V. 21 E and V. 21 F) seem to be encoded by separate
germline V genes by the argument of parallel mutation, namely .
that it is unlikely that somatic mutation could generate in two or
more independent lymphocyte lineages the three identical
substitutions that separate V. regions of these two subgroups.
Thus. at least one distinct germline V gene seems to encode each
of the six subgroups (Fig. 3).
The minimal number of six V. 21 germline genes deduced
from V region amino acid sequences is larger than the one to
three V. 21 deduced from nucleic acid hybridisation experiments3'. However, saturation-hybridisation studies using DNA
probes derived from several V .21 mRNAs suggest that four to
six germline genes encode the V .21 regions (see accompanying
paper 32 ). This number is consistent with the number of V genes
we have identified so far by subgroup analysis.
It is possible that additional V. 21 subgroups will be found.
Four of the NZB V.21 regions (that is. PC2!54 , PC2413,
PC7461 and PC2960) do not fall into any of the six subgroups
and are indicated as distinct branches on the relatedness tree
(Fig. 3). These V regions cannot yet be designated separate
subgroups because a similar reasoning is needed to invoke the
argument that separate germline genes for each subgroup avoid
multiple identical somatic mutations (see above). If new V.21
sequences are found which pair with these examples. additional
V.21 subgroups would be defined. In addition, currently
defined subgroups may split into two or more new subgroups.
For example, PC2485 was a member of the V.21E subgroup
until the sequence of PC4039 was determined. These two
identical sequences then became subgroup V. 21 F, sharing three
distinct subgroup-associated residues (Fig. 2).
If additional V.21 subgroups are defined, then two possibilities must be considered . The saturation-hybridisation
experiments have underestimated the number of V. 21 genes.
Alternatively, a somatic mechanism may exist which permits a
single germline V gene to generate two or more subgroups of
V. 21 regions.

Genetic rearrangement during differentiation
The V.21 regions seem to have two distinct segments which we
have designated the V segment (residues 1 to 98 or 99) and the J
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Fie. 3 A relatedness tree
for 22 V. 21 sequences of
the NZB mouse . Each
subgroup is circled. Sec
legend to Fig. !.
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single J segment may be joined in a combinatorial fashion to
each V segment to provide another stage in the amplification of
antibody diversity . We describe this process as combinatorial
joining. Indeed , position I 0 I is among the most variable in the
V.21 regions examined (Fig. 2). This diversity might include
sequence gaps (insertions or deletions1 as well as nucleotide
substitutions. The sequence gaps would result from J regions of
different length (for example, proline at position I 00 in

undifferentiated DNA. If J does not include part of the third
hypervariable region, then combinatorial joining, as such, would
not generate diversity in the combining site. In this case, invari ant associations such as the leucine at 101 with alanine at 105
and leucine at 11 I as well as the pattern of substitutions at
position IOI require an alternative explanation .
The J segment may also mediate the joining of V, J and C gene
information . DNA rearrangements and mRNA splicing'•-,.
must occur before the V, J and C gene information is joined into
a single cytoplasmic mRNA (Fig. 5). The joining of V and J
regions seems to occur at the DNA level 18 • The intervening

PC7!32).
The precise size of the J segment of V. 21 genes must wait the
DNA sequence analysis of V.21 genes from differentiated and

Fie. 4

A diagram illustrating the independent associa tion of 1he V segmen1s (residues 1-99) and the J segments (residues 100-112).
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segment (residues 99-112). With this nomenclature , we can
distinguish the Y segment from the classical V region (residues
1-112).
The N- and C-terminal boundaries of the V and J segments
are defined as follows . The J segment seems to have started by
position 101 because of the invariant association of a leucine at
this position with an alanine and leucine at positions 105 and
111, respectively, in the J segment of six different Y.21 regions
(Fig. 2). This repeated invariant association of three residues
suggests that positions 101-111 behave as a discrete genetic
unit. The last subgroup-associated residue of the Y segment is at
position 98. Accordingly, the N-terminal boundary of the J
segment may start somewhere between residues 99 and 101.
Position 100 is an amino acid insertion in one K chain (PC7 I 32)
and we have arbitrarily chosen the J segment to include this

identical V segments may be associated with different J segments (for example, PC6684 and PC7175, PC7043 and
PC7183, and PC4050 and PC9245). The implication is that the
V and J segments associate freely with one another and that
particular V segments are not generally associated with certain J
segments (Fig. 4). Indeed, some of these same J segments are
associated with non-Y.21 V segments of widely differing
sequence 11 • Thus, a particular J segment of the K family may be
capable of associating with any V segment of the K family .
Nucleic acid studies on mouse A and K genes also suggest that
there are V and J segments. Two mouse V, genes isolated from
embryonic DNA terminate their V genes at a position homologous to residue. 101 (refs 2, 18). In addition, a J, segment
consisting of approximately 36 nucleotides and separated from
the V, segment by intervening DNA sequences has been
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Fia. 2 The amino-acid sequences of V regions from the mouse V.21 group. The sequences are divided into subgroups which are designated
V .2 IA-V .2 lF. Additional potential subgroups are indicated with question marks. The Tl I I sequence is a BALB/c protein", identical to
PC3741, which permits the definition of subgroup V. 21 C. The subgroup-associated residues unique to three or fewer subgroups are boxed. The
intra-subset substitutions are circled . Amino-acid compositio nal data are indicated by brackets . The three hypervariable regions are indicated as
hvl , hv2 and hv3 . The J segment extends along residues 100-112. The serological crossreactivity of individual proteins to antisera directed
against two screening" chains is given on the right. The following general strategy was used for sequencing these V regions. The intact light chain
was anal ysed on the automatic sequenator for 40 residues . The procedures for automatic sequence analysis are given in ref. 28 where the data for
a 78-residue run on PC4050 are presented. Methion ine fragments were prepared ; all V. regions but one have a methionine at position 37.
Methionine fragments starting at position 38 sequenced for 40~ 5 residues. Only the V. 21 A subset has additional methionine residues and these
fragments were isolated and sequenced. In certain cases mild acid cleavage was used to split aspartic acid-proline bonds. Arginine fragments
extending over positions 65-113 were prepared for certain " chains and sequenced for 35-40 residues. Thermolysin, tryptic and chymotryptic
peptides were isolated from certain of these methionine or arginine fragments and compositions were dete rmined . In some cases these peptides
28
were sequenced in the presence of polybrene. A detailed analysis of these data will be presented elsewhe re •

position, suggesting that the extra residue comes from a J
segment one residue longer than the others. The C-terminal
boundary of the J segment occurs at position 112, the Cterminal-most variable residue in " chains (Fig. 2 . PC2413).
Moreover, as the C region seems to be encoded by one or a few C
34
genes 1
, the variability in the J region is too great to be
accounted for by multiple C. genes beginn ing at position 100.
The V and J segments associate independently with one
another (Fig. 4 ). In the 18 V. 21 regions with relatively complete
sequence data between residues 100 and 112, there are 16
different V segments and eight different J segments (Fig. 2). A
particular J segment may be associated with V. segments from
four different subgroups (sequence 5 in Fig. 4 ). Conversely,

"'>-

described' . Thus, the mouse A -gene family also seems to be
composed of V, J and C segments. Several mouse V. genes
isolated from myeloma DNA also terminate. at approximately
position 101 (ref. 35). These DNA studies taken together with
our V. 21 sequence data suggest that the K-gene gamily has two
important organisational features (Fig. 5) : (!) The " chain is
encoded by three noncontinuous gene segments, V, J and C; (2)
multiple V-gene and J-gene segments are present in the K-gene
fam ily of each mouse .
The most attractive function for the J segment is that it may be
involved in generating antibody diversity . Residues 100 and 10 I
constitute a portion of the third hypervariable region" .
Accordingly, if the J segment occurs at positions 100-112, a
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DNA sequence between the 1 and C regions could either lack
other 1 regions (Fig. Sa) or contain them, in which case they
would be eliminated by RNA processing (Fig. Sb).

sequences of myeloma proteins which may represent only a
subset of the total V genes. Our studies suggest the V. 21 group
is encoded by at least six V genes. In addition, studies at the
DNA level on three V. groups suggest that four to eight
germline V genes are present in each group 23 .J 2 • If we assume
that seven germline V genes are present in each group defined by
N-terminal analysis, then approximately 3SO germline genes
encode the V. family. Less is known about the diversity in the
VH gene family, but a similar estimate of at least 200 VH genes
seems reasonable. 39 In contrast, the mouse A gene family is
apparently encoded by one or two germline genes.
Combinatorial association: That most light chains may
combine with most heavy chains is suggested by several types of
observations 19 ·40 ·41 • This non-genetic mechanism for generating
antibody diversity is termed combinatorial association. In principle, 3SO YL and 200 VH regions could, through combinatorial
association, generate 7 x 1o• different types of antibody molecules. If the mammalian antibody repertoire is greater than 106
(see ref. 42), and if we assume that there are only 3SO V L and
200 VH germline genes, then more than 90% of the antibody
repertoire must be generated by somatic mechanisms.
Somatic mutation: All the intra-subgroup substitutions noted

Intra-subgroup variability
The analysis of the intra-subgroup diversity in mouse A chains
presented a simple mutational pattern consistent with somatic
mutation". Likewise, if each of the six V.21 subgroups is
encoded by a single germline V gene, the nature and patterns of
substitutions within each subgroup should reflect the mechanism
of somatic mutation. The 12 intra-subgroup substitutions within
the Y. 21 regions are indicated by circles in Fig. 2. Several
features distinguish these V. substitutions from their V• counterparts discussed earlier. ( 1) Two of 12 substitutions are found
outside the hypervariable regions. (2) Four of six variant
sequences have two or more substitutions. If these differences
arise by somatic mutation, the mutational mechanism operates
outside as well as within hypervariable segments and shows a
tendency to generate multiple substitutions in individual variant
sequences. Moreover, somatic mutation followed presumably
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Hypothetical models for the DNA segments of mouse K genes. These gene segments are rearranged at the DNA level, presumably as the
4
lymphocyte differentiates. As with A genes, DNA rearrangement is depicted as joining the V and J segments . There are at least two pathways for
joining the J and C segments at the nucleotide level. a, A second DNA rearrangement moves the J 2 segment closer to the C segment, possibly
deleting the intervening J sequences. A recent report suggests that two or more DNA rearrangement events can occur in lymphocytes during the
48
switch in synthesis from one to a different immunoglobulin class . Final joining occurs by mRNA splicing. b, A large nuclear RNA transcript
complete with the intervening J segments is processed by mRNA splicing enzymes.

by antigen selection seems to favour diversity at certain sites in
the hypervariable regions.
Again, this analysis of intra-subgroup variability must be
qualified by the possibility that one variant differing by two or
more residues from the prototype sequence will become a
distinct subgroup when a second identical sequence is determined. Thus, perhaps the reason the intra-subgroup variability
in the V. 21 chains and the A chains differ is that in the former
some of the variants are encoded by additional germline V
genes.

Sources of antibody diversity
The analysis of the V. 21 group of mouse V. regions offers
certain insights into each of four basic mechanisms for producing
antibody diversity.
Multiple germline V genes: According to a statistical analysis
of N-terminal data, there are about SO K groups"·'•. This
number may be an underestimate because it is based on the

in the V. 21 regions are single-base substitutions, predominantly
in the hypervariable regions. Obviously, some or all of this
variation could arise by spontaneous somatic mutation or by a
hypermutational mechanism .
Combinatorial joining: One potential source of somatic
diversification is the combinatorial joining of multiple J segments and V segments (Fig. S). Thirteen different J segments
have already been identified in mouse K chains. For example. if
10 different 1 segments may be joined to any of 3SO different V
segments, then 3,500 different V regions may be generated. If
combinatorial joining of a similar magnitude occurs in light and
heavy variable regions, 7 x Io• antibody molecules could be
generated by this process.
Combinatorial joining could generate identical variants
among mice of the same inbred strain. In contrast, most somatic
theories have assumed that the generation of diversity is a
random process occurring by mutation, recombination or gene
conversion. A reproducible somatic process could explain the
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patterns of diversity seen in certain immune responses. For
example, the responses to a 1,3-glucosyl linkages of BALB/c
mice 43 and to the 4-hydroxy-3-nitrophenylacetyl hapten (NP) of
C57BL/6 mice" are heterogeneous by isoelectric focusing, but
the heterogeneity is limited to V H and is reproducible in each
case"·'•. Perhaps this reproducible heterogeneity arises from
the combinatorial joining of VH-DEX or VH-NP" genes with a
variety of different JH segments. A similar possibility could
explain the closely related heavy-chain sequences produced in
response to the immunisation of guinea pigs against several
haptens".
Other investigators have proposed combinatorial joining as a
mechanism for antibody variability'·", but their models arose
from the conviction that certain hypervariable regions may be
associated with many different framework regions. For example,
based on a computer analysis of all available V -region
sequences, Kabat et al. have suggested the mini-gene model,
which proposes that each of the three hypervariable regions and
the four intervening framework regions are encoded by minigenes which are joined during differentiation °. The correlation
of specific hypervariable and framework segments within certain
V.21 subgroups (Fig. 2) argue against this general model. Our
data suggest that Kabat's model is correct in principle, but that
the combinatorial process occurs only within the third hypervariable region. The identification of a J segment in A chains
raises the possibility that combinatorial joining of V and J
segments will be used by all three antibody families, A, K and H.

Conclusion
Antibody variability may be generated by a variety of
mechanisms, some genetic (multiple V genes, combinatorial
joining and somatic mutation) and others non -genetic
(combinatorial association). Combinatorial joining is both a
somatic and a germline mechanism in that it presumably rearranges germline information during somatic differentiation. The
critical question that remains for the future is what are the
relative contributions of these four basic mechanisms for
generating diversity to the functional repertoire of antibody
molecules? The answer to this intriguing question will obviously
require combined chemical, biological and genetical
approaches.
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The joining of V and J gene
segments creates antibody diversity
Martin Weigert, Robert Perrr &: D•wn KeUey
The Institute for Cancer Research, Fox Chase Cancer Center,
Philadelphia, Penn5ylvania 19111

Tun HunkapWer, James Schilling & Leroy Hood
California Institute of Technology, Division of Biology, Pasadena,
California 91125

The variable regions of moue kappa (K) chains are coded for by
mu.ltiple variable (V) 1ene secments and multiple joining (J)
1ene seements. The V. pne segments code for residues 1 to 95;
the J. gene segments code for residues 96to108(refs1-3). This
sene organisation Is similar to that enroding the V• rqions'.
Divenity In V. regions arises from several sources: (1) tbere are
multiple germ-line V.1ene segments and J. pne segments; (2)
rombinatorial joining of V. sene segments with different serm·
line J. gene segments; and possibly, (3) somatic point mutation,
as postulated for v.1ene segments 5 • Abo, from a romparison
of the number of germ-line J. gene segments and amino acid
aequences, It bas been suggested that J. rqion sequences m~
be determined by the way V. and J. gene seements are jolned 1 •
This report supports this model by directly U80CUting varioas J.
aeqaences with given J. sene sqments.
The number of germ-line J. gene segments has been estimated in two ways. A region of DNA containing J. gene
segments has been characterised by DNA sequence analysis and
was found to include five J. (or J.-like) gene segments, only four
of which have been found to be expressed as J segments 2.3 .
Additional J. gene segments have not been found, although
their presence cannot be excluded rigorously. Alternatively, the
number of J. gene segments may be determined by counting the
number of distinctive RNA precursor patterns associated with
different K chain mRNAs6 . Since the K·mRNA precursors
contain the intervening sequence between the J. and C. segments, they have a characteristic size depending on which J
segment is used, the largest precursor corresponding to the J.
segment most distal to the C. gene and the smallest to the most
proximal J. segment. On this basis the RNA precursor patterns
for 20 different myeloma tumours were classified into four
different categories, corresponding to the four different J. gene
segments that these chains use. The distances between the C.
gene and the various J. gene segments deduced from the
analysis of precursor patterns in NZB plasmacytomas agree with
the distances determined by restriction mapping and DNA
sequence analysis of BALB/c germ-line DNA. A previously
suspected discrepancy• has been resolved by a more accurate
calibration of the mobility data.
We have analysed K chains of the V. 21 group from the NZB
mouse strain. To date ten different J. amino acid sequences have
been observed in twenty v. 21 examples (Fig. 1). Thus the
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Sequences of J segments
associated with V. 21 segments
fla. 1 J .eonenu auociated with V. 21 chains from
NZB m~loa11 antibodies. J tepnenti &re nwnbcred
accordina to 1heir prOC1CUin1 cate,ory6. ThU Ks bu.ed
on lhe relative siz.cl of the 1t·mRNA precursor-1, as
determined by rcl-clecttophoretic analysis of
poly(A)* nuckar RNA . These precunors arc
approximately S. 3. S.O, '·"' and • .1 kilobucs for
c:ateaories I. II. JJJ •nd IV, rnpcctivcl)·. The aminot.ermin&J sequenc:u <•O rc.Klue•) of PC8701, PC898~
and PC10916 were dct.cn:Dined on a modihcd Beck m1n 1equen1tor u deM:ribed prcvK>usly 11 and were
found to be f"el)re-.entarivn of the V.21 aubp"oui-.
D, C and C. respectively. Thc J 1eoncnt sequence of
lhes.c " chains were determined as follows : each "
chain was subjected 10 mild acid deavaae 12 of the
asputylprolinc between residues 9' and 9S . The
peptKSt mixture wu sequenced without separation
after t he amino- t.crmin&J peptide wu bk>cked by
addition of flP.tOrelC&tb inc 1 l. The mt of the sequences
arc taken from ref . I. The rcrm-line J 1esmcnu &re
defined u described in lht tcxt.1 1. J 2. J 3 and J 4 arc
coded for by the BALB / c embryo J ,enc s.e.gmc:nu
t.crmed J 1• J 1 • J, andJs in ref . 2 or ttto.e termed l s. J,.
J2 and J 1 in ref . 3. The PC2o413 J 1esmcn1 may bt
ooded for by a aerm·line J ,enc 1or varian1 of a J sencJ
wtique to lhc NZB mow.c .
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There are two possible explanations for the variant J.
sequences: (I) they arise from somatic diversification which
occurs at the junctional region during the joining of V. and J.
gene segments or (2) they are encoded by additional germ-line J.
gene segments that are absent from or have not yet been
detected in the BALB/c genome. The former model predicts
that the precursors of the mRNAs coding for these variant J.
segments would belong to a category typical of one of the four
germ-line examples; the latter model predicts a unique mRNA
precursor for each variant. A third type of J sequence which
occurs in the exceptional PC2413, differs from the other germline J. gene segments by at least two nucleotide substitutions.
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number of J. sequences appears to be greater than the number
of germ-line i. gene segments. There are three types of J.
sequence. First, four distinct types (J ., J,, 13 and J,) correspond
to those coded for by four of the germ-line J. gene segments in
BALB /c DNA. Each of these J. sequences has been observed
two or more times in the NZB V.21 regions (Fig. I) . These J.
sequences also have been observed in BALB I c K chains'
indicating that NZB and BALB / c germ-line J. gene segments
code for the same J. regions. A second type of J. sequence
differs by a single residue from those of the germ-line J. gene
segments ; these are termed variant J. sequences. There are five
J. sequences of this type and each has been observed only once .
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gene segments. The fusion can occur
to join V and J gene segments exac1ly
to form a contiguous V-J gene . Such
genes will have germ-line J regi on
sequences as in the case of PC2880,
PC3741 or PC7043 and other
examples 1• Fusion to J genes mighl
include nucleotides in the inlerven·
ing sequence (95 + I). If this codon is
CCC for all V. 21 , then the variant
sequences, PC6684, PC7940 and
PC7132 can be explained by fusion
to a J gene (PC7132), within a J gene
(PC6684 and PC7940) or within a V
gene (PC870!).
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Differences of this extent raise the issue of whether the PC24 l 3
J. sequence might be encoded by a fifth germ-line J. gene
segment in the NZB mouse .
An analysis of the RN A processing patterns for the tumours
producing K chains with variant J. sequences indicates that each
pattern belongs to one of the four categories characteristic of
germ-line J. gene segments (Fig. 1). Thus it appears that these
variant J sequences arise during the process of V.-J. joining.
Knowing the size of the m RN A precursor for a J. variant
allows us to infer the kind of somatic mutation that could have
produced the variant sequence. For example, both PC6684 and
PC7940 mRNAs exhibit the J, type prescursor. Their J segments differ from the germ-line J 1 segment at position 96,
presumabl y due to modifications of the tryptophan codon 96.
PC7 l 32 arose from the insertion of a proline codon before the J,
gene segment. PC8701 resulted from a deletion of the phenyl alanine codon at the beginning of J, gene segment. In addition to
this junctional diversity . random point mutations either in the
germ line or during somatic differentiation may occasionally
occur (for example , PC8982 ).
The K-mRNA precursor in PC2413 appears to belong to the
category characteristic of the germ-line J 1 segment. Thus, if the J
sequence of this tumour is actually encoded by a unique NZB
germ-line J. segment, thus segment would have to be located
very close to the J 1 segment, or alternatively, be associated with
a second, as yet unidentified, C. gene.
The nature of most J. variants suggests that they may be due
to variations arising from the V-J joining process because the
substitutions, mutations, insertions or deletions generall y occur
at the beginning of J. segments. These variations may be
explained by two base substitutions (for example, tryptophan to
pro line I as well as the insertion or deletion of codons. Thus this
variation does not appear to arise merely by single-base somatic
mutatio n. Leder and Tonegawa and their coworkers have
recentl y observed identical inverted repeat sequences at the 3'
end of the V gen e segment and at the 5' end of the J gene
segment. They have hypothesised that these inverted repeats
may form paired stem structures that juxtapose the V and J gene
segments and that recombination may occur across the base of
this stem at slightly different points to generate V-J junctional
diversit y (refs 2 and 3 and Fig. 2 ). This site-specific recombinati ona l model appears to explain the V-J junctional diversit y
that we ha ve noted in the V. 21 chains.
By whatever mechanism V gene segments are translocated to
J gene segments, a continuous Dl'<A sequen ce coding for the
entire V region must be generated' . Since all mouse K chains
studied to date have proline at residue 95 (CC!), a V. gene
segment translocation to the J 1 gene segment (tryptophan
(TGG J at residu e 96J will result in the contiguous DNA
sequence . CC~ TGG at the V-J joining site (Fig. 2). Such a
translocation will create a V. gene segment that is associated
with the J 1 germ-line gene segment. This type of translocation explains fi ve out of the twenty V. 21 regions observed
(Fig . I J. Likewise, similar translocations between V.21
gene segments and the J,, J, and J, gene segments can
explain the nine additional examples of germ-line J segments
(Fig . 1).
The variant J segments may arise by recombination within
rather than between the V gene segment codons for positions 95
or 95 +I and their counterparts in the J gene segments (Fig. 2 ).
Codon 95 + 1 is CCC in several V. gene segments"'. If the
(95 + 1) codon is CCC for all V. 2 I gene segments, the type of
variation that ma y occur at the V-J joining site is limited. Amino
acid substitut ions at residue 96 for a V. 21-J 1 translocation can
only be arginine <CGG ) or proline (CCG) (Fig. 2). An amino
acid insertion would result in an extra proline codon before the J
gene segment. In addition, deletions of residue 96 could occur .
As shown in Fig. 2, the variants observed so far tit the predictions of this model. If there is variation at the (95 + I) codon, a
greater variety of substitutions could occur at residue 96 '.
Obviously similar variation could occur in the (96- 1) codon of
the J gene segment. Additional analyses of V.21 chains are

under way to define more completely the amino acid sequence
variability at the V-J junctional site.
In our survey of V. 21 chains, the frequency of K chains
expressing variant J segments relative to those expressing germline J segments is high (5 out of 20). This frequency could be high
because the N-terminus of the J. segment is important for
combining-site size and shape 9 and antigen selection of specific
antibodies amplifies mutations that occur at a low frequency.
(The uniformity of J, segments ' 0 may mean that variation in this
region does not affect the complementarity of antibodies with A
chains.) Alternatively, this frequency may be a true reflection of
the rate of variation by this mechanism.
This research was supported by a grant from the NSF, grants
from the NIH and an appropriation from the Commonwealth of
Pennsylvania.
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CHAPTER 3

This paper was published in The Journal of Immunology.
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ANALYSIS OF THE DIVERSITY OF MURINE ANTIBODIES TO
DEXTRAN B1355: N-TERMINAL AMINO ACID SEQUENCES OF
HEAVY CHAINS FROM SERUM ANTIBODY1
J. SCHILLING, D. HANSBURG, 2 J . M. DAVIE,

AND

L. HOOD

From tM Division of Biology, California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, California 91125 and the Departments of Microbiology and
Immunology and of Pathology, Washington University School of Medicine, St. Louis, Missouri 63110

The N-terminal amino acid sequences of two y and two
µ chains from normally induced serum antibodies to
dextran in BALB/c mice are presented. These heavy
chains are derived from antibodies with three distinguishable idiotypes. These variable region (VH) sequences are all identical as far as they have been analyzed (27 to 53 residues). The light chains from these
antibodies are all of the >. type and are identical by
isoelectric focusing analysis. Accordingly, the diversity
of de:rtran antibodies appears to reside primarily in the
heavy chains. The implications of these observations for
antibody diversity are discussed.
The generation of antibody diversity is an intriguing biologic
problem that has fascinated immunologists for the past 20
years. The murine immune response to 81355 dextran (Dex>3
has several features that afford an excellent opportunity to gain
insights into the molecular basis of antibody diversity in a
normal immune response. First, three myeloma proteins have
been found that bind de:rtran, Ml04 (lgM), J558 (lgA), and
U102 (IgA). These myeloma proteins each exhibit unique idiotypic determinants (1) . Moreover, the µ-chain of Ml04 has
been completely sequenced (2) and the VH region of J558 is
nearly sequenced (3) (J . Schilling and C. Oken, unpublished
data) . These three myeloma immunoglobulins serve as useful
structural models for antibodies binding de:rtran. Second, the
immune response to 81355 de:rtran exhibits limited and reproducible antibody heterogeneity by two criteria-isoelectric focusing and idiotypic analysis (1 , 4, 5). Isoelectric focusing (lEF)
analyses demonstrate several spectrotypes of antibody, most of
which are shared by individual immunized mice. The antibodies
to de:rtran can be divided into five distinct molecular species by
idiotypic analysis: 1) antibodies bearing Idl(Ml04) determinants [individual idiotypic determinant(s) characteristic of
myeloma protein Ml04); 2) antibodies bearing Idl(J558) deterReceived for publication January 22, 1979.
Accepted for publication April 4, 1979.
The costs of publication of this article were defrayed in part by the
payment of page charges. This article must therefore be hereby marked
advertisement in accordance with 18 U .S.C. Section 1734 solely to
indicate this fact.
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minants; 3) antibodies bearing Idl(Ul02) determinants; 4) antibodies bearing IdX determinants (idiotypic determinants
shared by all three myeloms proteins) but not any of the three
Id! determinants; and 5) antibodies not bearing any of the four
defined idiotypic determinants (Id neg) . Although the degree of
heterogeneity in the fourth and fifth classes of antibodies (IdX
and Id neg) is unknown, all of these analyses taken together
suggest the de:rtran system is a relatively simple one whose
individual components may be analyzed in molecular terms.
Third, certain mouse strains give high responses upon immunization with de:rtran and others give low responses (6). Idiotypic analyses (probably employing the IdX specificity) demonstrate that the high-low response is a simple Mendelian trait
that maps to the heavy chain locus of mouse (6-8) . These
observations suggest that a single gene or a closely linked
cluster of genes controls the expression of this idiotypic determinant. Accordingly, the dextran system affords an opportunity
to analyze antibody diversity in a system that appears to be
regulated by a limited number of V genes. Finally, mice that
give high responses to dextran appear to have ,\ but not K light
chains in their de:rtran antibodies (6, 7) . The ,\-chain of the
mouse exhibits highly restricted heterogeneity (8, 9). Accordingly, most, if not all, of the diversity of the dextran system will
likely be contributed by the heavy chans. This allows us to
focus our attempts at diversity analysis on the heavy chains
and to analyze the extent and nature of variability in the
hypervariable and framework portions of these VH regions.
In this paper we analyze the N-terminal amino acid sequences
of heavy chains derived from dextran serum antibodies that
exhibit several distinct idiotypes. The N-terminal sequences of
these antibody heavy chains appear homogeneous. Moreover,
the individual sequences are identical to one another and to
those of the corresponding heavy chains from myeloma proteins
binding dextran. These observations support the supposition
that the immune responses to dextran in high responder mice
are highly restricted in their molecular heterogeneity and that
they afford an excellent system for analyzing antibody diversity.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Immunization with BI355 de:rtran. Immunization with dextran fraction S from Leuconostoc mesenteroides NRRL Bl355
has been described (4). Briefly, BALB/c mice were primed i.p.
with soluble dextran Bl355 in complete Freund's adjuvant,
boosted at 3 to 4 weeks with soluble de:rtran in incomplete ·
Freund's adjuvant and again at 8 weeks with Escherichia coli
strain B. Bleedings were made at 10 and 15 days after the final
immunization. Total anti-dextran antibody was quantitated in
a modified Farr assay (4). Idiotypes were determined by using
tube binding llBSllYS (1) .
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Preparation of antibody pools. Animals were selected for
either high levels of both ldl(Ml04) and Ic!X or low levels of
Ic!X; sera from five animals constituted the "high Id" pool, and
sera from six animals were chosen for the "low Id" pool.
Antibodies were precipitated with dextran Bl355 and the lgM
and lgG antibodies were separated by gel filtration on Ultrogel
AcA22 (LKB, Stockholm, Sweden) in 3 M guanidine. Each
antibody was completely reduced and alkylated and the light
and heavy chains were separated over AcA34 (LKB) .
N-term.inal amino acids sequence analysis ofpurified heavy
chains. The isolatedµ- and y-chains from the high Id pool were
sequenced on a Beckman 890B spinning-cup sequenator. Phenylthiohydantoin (PTH) amino acids were identified by gas
chromatography and high pressure liquid chromatography. µand y-chains from antibodies from the low Id pool were sequenced on a modified Beckman sequenator and residues identified by high pressure liquid chromatography (3). Data for the
N-terminal 54 residues of the J558 sequence have been published previously (3). Data for the Ml04 sequence will be
published elsewhere (2).
IEF of light chains. IEF analysis of light chains was performed with the LKB Multiphor flat plate apparatus employing
an Ampholine gradient from pH 3.5 to 10.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The light chains of myeloma proteins and antibodies binding dextran appear to be identical by IEF criteria. Figure 1
presents an IEF analysis of the light chains from myeloma
proteins and antibodies binding dextran. The myeloma proteins
and antibodies are derived from BALB/c mice. The >. light
chains of Ml04 and J558 are identical by sequence analysis (9).
A comparison of the IEF patterns of these two light chains (Fig.
1) shows their major bands co-focus. In addition, several acidic
bands are present in the J558 >.-chains that are missing in the
Ml04 >.-chains. These extra acidic bands may result from deamidation. All of the major bands of the light chains from the
antibody pools co-focus with the J558 >.-chain bands. These
observations suggest that the light chains are very similar, if
not identical, in structure because 40% of the random amino
acid substitutions involve charge differences. Accordingly, even
with just a few amino acid substitutions, ooe should see charge
heterogeneity. Only a complete amino acid sequence analysis
can determine if these >.-chains are, in fact, identical in sequence. Nevertheless, these data to allow us to conclude that
the different spectrotypes of dextran antibody must be produced by charge variations in the heavy chains. Some of the
individual idiotypes and the IdX and Id neg idiotypes differ in
charge from one another. Accordingly, the diversity of the
dextran system that has been observed to date residues primarily in the heavy chains.
The heauy chains from myeloma proteins binding dextran
are very similar to one another in amino acid sequence, but
they are quite distinct from the sequences of other myeloma
heavy chains. In Figure 2 are presented the amino acid sequences of the heavy chains from dextran-binding myeloma
proteins Ml04 and J558. These polypeptides are identical for
their N-terminal 53 residues by N-terminal amino acid analysis.
Tryptic peptides derived from the cyanogen bromide fragment
of J558 extending from 35 to 81 are identical in amino acid
composition to the corresponding tryptic peptides from Ml04
(J. Schilling and C. Oken, unpublished data) . Moreover, Nterminal amino acid sequence analysis of the cyanogen bromide
fragment starting at position 82 in the VH region of J558

:
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Figure I. I.soelectric focusing gels of light chains derived from myeloma proteins and antibodies binding dextran. High Id µ. and high Id y
denote A-chains isolated fromµ. and y fractions of the "high Id" dextran
antibody pool; low Id y designate A-chains isolated from the y fraction
of the "low Id" dextran antibody pool. All light chains were completely
reduced and alkylated with iodoacetamide before focusing . The gel was
stained with Coomassie Brilliant Blue R250.

demonstrates that it is identical to that of Ml04 for residues
82-99. These observations suggest that the VH regions of Ml04
and J558 are identical up to the third hypervariable region.
Accordingly, the substitutions that confer idiotypic individuality on the VH regions of these two myeloma proteins must lie in
or beyond the third hypervariable region.
In Figure 3 the N-terminal sequences of the VH regions from
Ml04 and J558 are compared with the corresponding portions
of 13 other VH regions derived from myeloma proteins that do
not bind dextran. The N-terminal 53 residues of VH regions
from dextran-binding myeloma proteins differ by 23 (43%) to
27 (50%) amino acid substitutions from the other myeloma VH
regions. Accordingly, the VH regions from myeloma proteins
binding dextran are quite distinct from other myeloma VH
regions.
µ And y V H regions from dextran antibodies exhibiting I dX
and /d/(Ml04} determ.inant(s) are homogeneous and identical
to their myeloma counterparts at their N-term.ini. Table I
summarizes the idiotypic composition of the antibody pools
that were used to derive heavy chains for amino acid sequence
analyses. The "high Id" pool is essentially equivalent to J558
and Ml04 in anti-Ic!X reactivity and reacts half as well as Ml04
· with anti-ldl(Ml04). In Figure 2 are given the N-terminal 27
residues of the V, and V• regions derived from dextran antibodies with high levels oflc!X and ldl(Ml04) determinants. Several
aspects of these analyses are interesting. First, yields at the first
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Figure2. The N-tenninal amino acid
sequences of heavy chains derived from
murine myeloma proteins (MI04 and
J558) and normal antibodies binding
dextran. A straight line indicates identity
to the M104 sequence. The one letter
amino acid nomenclature of Dayhoff is
used. The abbreviations hvl and hv2
denote the first and a portion of the
second hypervariable regions. y, a, and
µ. denote, respectively, heavy chains iso1.oted from IgG, lgA, and lgM molecules.
( ) indicate some uncertainty in residue
assignment.
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TABLE I

TABLE II

ldiotype composition of anti-de;r:tran antibody pools

Yields at the first cyck of sequence analysis for the VH regions from
homogeneous myewma proteins and antibodies binding de;r:tran°
Yield at Cycle I
Source
Protein

Antibody Pools
High Id
Pool•
Low Id
Pool'
J558
MI04

,.

2, 1 levan

£109

IgG
lgM
IgG
lgM

ldiotypic

Det..~18°

ldX

ld11MI041

ldl(J558i

L73
LOB

0.46
0.58
<0.01
<0.01
<0.01

<0.01
<0.01
<0.01
<0.01

LOO

<0.01

0.20
0.37
LOO
1.00

LOO

• Relotive capacity of antibody compared to Ml04 (or J558) proteins
to inhibit binding of "''I-Ml04 (or "'I-J558) to idiotypic antisera absorbed to microtiter wells. Variability within a 2-fold range is not
unusual for this 8888y.
• Pool of five sera.
' Pool of m sera.

step of these VH sequences of de:rtran antibodies fall in the
range of yields obtained for the heavy chains from dextranbinding myeloma proteins (Table II). This indicates that a
majority of the antibody V" regions are probably being sequenced. Approximately 70% of the normal serum heavy chains
typically have blocked a-amino groups (15). Accordingly, the
dextran immunization procedure has led to a population of
antibody molecules that predominantly express unblocked oamino groups. Second, both the V, and V, sequences appear to

%

Myeloma
Myeloma

MI04µ
J558o

32
38

Antibody
Antibody
Antibody
Antibody

High Id y
High Idµ
Low Id y
Low Idµ

30
35
76
57

• The yields were calculated by dividing the nanomoles of PTHglutamic acid recovered at the first cycle by the number of nanomoles
of heavy chain employed for sequence analysis.

be as homogeneous as their myeloma counterparts. This homogeneity can be clearly demonstrated, for example, by the
presence of aingle residues at positions where a majority of the
pool of sequenced myeloma VH regions generally exhibit different residue alternatives. For example, the combination of glutamine at positions three, five, and six, and glutamic acid at 10
are not found in any other known BALB/c myeloma VH regions
(Fig. 3). In the N-tenninal 10 residues or so of the antibody VH
regions, minor sequences of even a few percent could be detected. No minor sequences are seen. Moreover, the residues at
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positions 10, 16, 18, .20. and 23 are unique to the heavy chains
from dextran-binding myeloma proteins (Fig. 3). In the y- and
µ-chains from the high Id dextran antibodies, only single residues are seen at each of these five positions. Thus, we conclude
that the high Id antibody VH regions are as homogeneous as
Ml04 and J558 at their N-tennini. Third, the sequences of the
y- and µ-chains of the high Id antibodies are identical to one
another. This observation coupled with their idiotypic identity
is consistent with the supposition that a single VH region can be
associated with two or more different constant genes (i.e., C,
and C,) (16) . Of course, complete amino acid sequence analyses
of the VH regions will be required to substantiate fully this
hypothesis. Finally, the VH sequences of the dextran antibodies
are identical to those of their myeloma counterparts up to the
first hypervariable region (i.e., throughout the first framework
region). This observation confinns by direct amino acid sequence analysis the limited nature of the heterogeneity at the
N-tennini of the high Id y- and µ-heavy chains of the dextran
immune response.
V H regions derived from de:rtran antibodies deficient in all
four of the de:rtran idiotypes are homogeneous and identical
to VH regions from myeloma proteins MI04 and J558 at their
N-termini. In Figure 2 are presented the N-tenninal amino acid
sequences of y- and µ-chains derived from dextran antibody
pools labeled "low Id" pools, lacking the Idl(Ml04) and
IdI(J558) determinants (<1%) and having low levels of the IdX
determinant, 20 and 37%, respectively (Table I) . These V, and
V, sequences appear to be homogeneous throughout (Fig. 4)
and are identical over the regions analyzed to their myeloma
and high Id antibody counterparts (Fig. 2). Moreover, the yields
at the first cycle are even better than their myeloma counterparts, indicating that a majority of the antibody heavy chains
had unblocked a-amino groups (Table II) .
Several interesting conclusions can be drawn from these data.
i) Quantitative arguments allow us to conclude that the Id
deficient and probably the IdX VH regions are identical to one
another and their myeloma counterparts for at least 30 or 40
residues. For example, the yield at the first cycle for the low Id
y-chains was 76% (Table II) . The pool from which this chain
was derived had only 20% IdX positive molecules (Table I) .
Accordingly, at least 74% (73/99) of they-chains analyzed must
be idiotype deficient. ii) The IdX VH regions were almost
certainly sequenced along with the Id deficient VH regions.
Indeed, if 76% of each of these two y populations were sequenced, then 80% of the sequenced material should be Iddeficient VH regions and 20% IdX VH regions. The important
point is that we should be able to detect minor sequences at the
10 to 20% level for 30 cir 40 residues. Accordingly, both the Iddeficient and IdX VH regions appear identical at least through
the first hypervariable region. Indeed, the Id-deficient antibodies appear to be identical to their myeloma counterparts for 53
residues (Fig. 2) . These observations indicate that all of the
analyzed myeloma proteins and serum antibodies binding dextran appear to be identical at the N-terminus of their VH
regions. The idiotypic and charge divenrity must reside in the
more C-tenninal portion of the VH region.
The de:rtran system affords a unique opportunity for studying antibody diversity. Several features combine to make the
dextran system an ideal model for analyzing mechanisms of
antibody diversity. i) The IEF studies on the >.. light chains
from the dextran-binding antibodies suggest that the amino
acid sequence diversity will reside primarily in the heavy chains.
ii) Because the five C8Be8 of idiotypically distinguishable dextran-binding antibodies are generally found in individual mice,
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Figure 4. Yields of amino acid phenylthiohydantoins from an Nterminal analysis of 130 nmole of the !di deficient y-chain derived from
the low Id dextran antibody pool (see Materials and Methods; Table
!). The abscissa denotes the cycle or step in the sequenator run. The
ordinate gives the nanomole yield of all amino acid derivatives for each
cycle. The ordinate scale is expanded 4-fold at cycle 30 for all residues
except lysine and valine, which are plotted exclusively on the reduced
scale and serine and aspartic acid, which are plotted exclusively on the
expanded scale. Proline and tryptophan were not resolved by high
pressure liquid chromatography. Gas chromatography was used to
identify proline at positions 9, 14, and 53 and tryptophan at positions
36 and 47. Cysteine was identified as the carboxyamidomethyl cysteine
phenylthiohydantoin derivative. ·

it appears that one or more distinct gennline VH genes or gene
segments (17) will encode each of the five specificities:
Idl(Ml04), Idl(J558), Idl(Ul02), IdX, and Id negative. Genetic
and nucleic acid analyses could be employed to determine how
closely linked these VHgenes are. iii) V Hregions containing the
Idl(Ml04), Idl(J558), and Id-deficient specificities appear to be
identical for 53 or more residues (Fig. 2) . Indeed, the Ml04 and
J558 heavy chains appear to be identical up to the third
hypervariable region (J. Schilling and C. Oken, published observations). Accordingly, the amino acid residues responsible
for the distinct idiotypic specificities may lie in or near the third
hypervariable region. iv) This diversity might be explained by
any one of three basic mechanisms: 1) multiple germline VH
genes, 2) somatic mutation, and/or 3) combinatorial joining of
VH and JH segments. With regard to this latter possibility, in
mouse >..- and IC-chains, the V region is encoded by two separate
DNA segments; the V segment (encoding "' residues l to 100)
and the J segment (encoding"' residues 101 to 112) (17, 18). In
mouse IC-chains, different J segments may be associated with
the same V segments to produce a sequence and charge heterogeneity in the V region (17). One provocative possibility is that
the diversity of the dextran system could be explained in part
by existence of multiple JH segments of varying sequence and
charge being associated with an identical VH segment.
We are now isolating homogeneous antibodies to dextran by
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employing the cell-fusion technique of Kohler and Milstein
(19). We plan to localize the patterns and extent of the diversity
in the VH regions of these molecules and to analyze the ,\-chains
for the presence of pos.sible minor sequence diversity. The
dextran system, because the diversity appears to be concentrated in or near the third hypervariable region of the heavy
chain, appears to afford a unique opportunity for determining
the molecular basis of diversity in the normally induced antibodies raised against dextran.
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Amino acid sequence of homogeneous
antibodies to dextran and DNA rearrangments in
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The complete variable region sequences from ten antibodies
and two myeloma proteins binding a-1,3 dextran have been
determined. The diversity patterns of these homogeneous
antibody molecules suggest that the variable regions of
heavy chains are encoded by separate variable (V) and
joining (J) gene segments. The most striking feature of these
data is the extensive sequence variability of a region that we
denote the D (diversity) segment which is located at the
junction between the V and J segments in the centre of the
third hypervariable region. The D segment diversity may
arise from a novel somatic mutational mechanism or may
be encoded by multiple D gene segments. For the first rime,
the amino acid sequence correlates of several V region
idiotypes are determined.

STUDIES of immunoglobins at the protein and DNA levels have

led to striking advances in our understanding of the organisation
and evolution of antibody genes and mechanisms of antibody
diversity'-"'. There are three unlinked families or clusters of
antibody genes-the A and K gene families encode light (L)
chains and the heavy (HI gene family en co.des heavy chains'.
The K or A gene is composed of four distinct gene segments,
leader (L). variable (VJ, joining (J) and constant (CJ, which are
separated by intervening sequences in undifferentiated or germline DNA'- ". Heavy chain genes probably have a similar
organisation of gene segments IP. Early, H. Huang. M. Davis
and L.H., unpublished observations). During the differentiation
of antibody-producing cells, the VL and JL gene segments are
juxtaposed and together encode the variable or antigen-binding
domain of the antibody molecule. (The term Vor J segment will
refer to the corresponding protein sequence; the term Y or J
gene segment will refer to the corresponding DNA coding
regions.) Comparative amino acid sequence analyses of V
regions showed that for both light and heavy chains, there are
three regions of extreme variability termed hypervariable
regions 13 · 14 , which fold in three dimensions to constitute the
walls of the antigen-binding site 1 '· 1•. The diversity in the hypervariable regions of L chains has been most extensively studied
and explained by a variety of genetic mechanisms . ( 1) There are
many germ-line V. (and J.) gene segments' 111 • (2) A single V.
gene segment may be joined to many different J. gene segments
and conversely, a single J. gene segment may be joined to many
different Y. gene segments"- As the boundary of the Y Land 1i.
segments falls within the third hypervariable region, the
combinatorial joining of these segments contributes to the
diversity of antigen-binding sites. (3) Random single base
mutations may occur throughout the V L (and Jc) gene segments

and those variants exhibiting altered and useful antigen-binding
properties may be selected for clonal expansion. For example.
12 of 18 V, regions examined were identical to one another 1' '".
The six variant V, sequences differed from the 12 identical
sequences by between one and three amino acid substitutions.
All these substitutions occur in the hypervariable regions. These
data suggest that a single V, gene is often expressed unchanged
and less frequently is modified by somatic mutation to produce
the variants . Recent DNA sequence analyses of germ-line and
myeloma A ~ene segments are consistent with this
supposition•· 111 • The pattern of diversity wherein variant V
region sequences exhibit few substitutions mostly concentrated
in the hypervariable regions will be denoted A-type diversity. 14)
A site-specific recombinational mechanism has been postulated
to explain amino acid sequence diversity at the junction of V,
and J. gene segments" ·" . This diversity is reflected as single
codon substitutions at the N-terminal residue of the J, segment
and as the insertion or deletion of single codons precisely at the
Y-J junction". This pattern of diversity will be denoted the V-J
junctional diversity .
We have analysed the diversity patterns in mouse antibodies
directed against a simple antigenic-determinant, a-1,3 dextran.
in order to determine the relative contributions of the
diversification mechanisms discussed above. The hybridoma
technique of Kohler and Milstein facilitates the analyses of
antibody diversity by making large quantities of antigen induced, homogeneous antibody molecules available". This is
accomplished by fusing normal antibody-secreting cells with
mouse plasmacytoma cells''. The hybrid cells generate
immortal cell lines that secrete large amounts of homogeneou;
antibody molecules of the two parental cell types. The light
chains of the dextran antibodies are all of the A type and appear
to be very similar, if not identical. to one another. Hence, most
of the diversity in the dextran system appears to reside in the .
heavy chains. We report here the complete amino acid
sequences from the variable regions of 10 heavy chains derived
from hybridoma antibodies to dextran. These data suggest that
heavy chains have a D (diversity) segment located in the heart of
the third hypervariable region . The D segment may be encoded
by a separate germ-line gene segment or generated by a new
type of somatic mutational mechanism.

Immunoglobulins binding dextran
Immunoglobulins binding dextran exhibit limited heterogeneity
in several respects. First, preliminary amino acid sequence
studies on two myeloma proteins binding a-1,3 dextran . MI 04E
1 1
and J558, revealed that the VL regions are identical " " and that
the VH regions are identical through their first hypervariable
regions 26 • The N-terminal sequences of V Hregions derived from
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Table I

RNA codons of positions ltltl and IOI from VH regio ns of
myeloma and hybridoma proteins binding dextran•

V-J segments "

v,-J,

Protein~

Codon s~

llltl

101

ah c
UAY

abc
GAY

J558

AGZ
CGX

UAY

Hdex2

AAY

UAY

Hdex3

AGZ
CGX

GAY

Hdex7

GCX

GAY

Mlll-IE

Hdexl>

AGY

ucx

CAY

V,-JI

Hde x8

UAY

GAY

V_, . J 1

Hdex9

AGZ
CGX

UAY

\i,-J I

Hde x ltl

GUX

AAY

v ,-J ,

Hdex-1

AAZ

GAY

Hdcx5
V,-J,

Hdexl

AGY

ucx

AAY

AAY

UAY

•These codon assignments are derived from the corresponding
amino acid sequences
7 The V and J segments a re defined in Fig. 2 .
+Y denotes pyrimidine : Z designates purine ; and X denotes any one
of the four bases.

normally-induced pooled serum antibodies to a-1,3 dextran
also are identical to their myeloma counterparts". Second.
isoelectric focusing analyses of anti-dextran antibodies of the
lgG class demonstrate limited heterogeneity with considerable
sharing of bands between sera from different mice '". Moreover,
the serum antibody light chains are identical to one another and
to their myeloma counterparts by isoelectric focusing criteria" .
Third , the light chains from the I 0 hybridomas and 2 myeloma
proteins reported here are all of the A type and have identical
isoelectric focusing patterns (J.S. , unpublished observation ).
Thus, light chains from dextran antibodies appear to be very
similar, if not identical, to one another . Therefore, most of the
diversity in the antibodies to a-1,3 dextran ·must reside in th e
heavy chains. Fourth , the anti-a-1 ,3 dextran antibodies can be
divided into several general categories by idiotypic analyses".
More than half of the anti-a-1,3 dextran antibodies from mice
immunised with the branched dextran B 1355 share a variableregion antigenic determinant or idiotype with both the M104E
and J558 proteins. This idiotype is absent from non-dextran
binding immunoglobulins and A light chains and is denoted the
·cross-reactive or ldX idiotype . Antibodies with the ldX idio type are synthesised by multiple different antibody-producing
clones. Additional idiotypes specific for either the MI 04E or the
1558 immunoglobulins are present on a minor fraction of the
normally-induced antibodies. These idiotypes are denoted as
individual or !di idiotypes (for example, ldlMI 04E and
ldl1 558J. Another general category of dextran antibodies is that
of those Jackin g the IdX determinant (ldX negative). The ldXpositive and ldX-negative antibodies to dextran are structurally
very similar in that their light chains are identical by isoelectric
focusing analysis and the heavy chains from both the ldXpositive and ldX-negative pools of serum antibodies are iden tical to the heavy chains of the M104E and J558 immunoglobulins for their N-terminal 27 and 53 residues , respectively".
These observations show that much of the V domain diversity in
normal antibodies to a-1,3 dextran resides in the heavy chain
beyond residue 53. Thus. we turned to the amino acid sequence
analysis of homogeneous normal antibodies to a-1,3 dextran .

Diversity patterns in V H regions from
antibodies binding dextran
Figure I gives the complete amino acid sequences of V H regions
from 2 myeloma proteins and I 0 hybridoma antibodies that bind
dextran . The hypervariable regions and the variable region site
of carbohydrate attachment are indicated. These V H regions are
compared to the published sequence of the myeloma MI 04E V H
region'" with amino acid substitutions indicated by the oneletter code".
Two features are of interest in this set of V H regions. First.
each of these 12 VH regions differs from all of the others by I to
13 amino acid substitutions (Fig. I) . We have not yet detected a
pair of identical VH regions in 12 attempts. Accordingly , the VH
sequence diversity in the antibody response to a-1,3 dextran is
extensive. Second, patterns of variability divide the VH regions
from dextran antibodies into three distinct sections-V(!-991.
V! 100-1 OJ J and V( 102-117). The highly variable section,
V(l00-101) , separates the other two sections which are relatively conserved . Section V(J 00-10 I) exhibits nine different
sequences in the 12 VH regions (Fig. 2 ). Indeed , position I 00 has
eight alternatives and position 101 has four. In contrast, nine VH
regions have identical sequences for section V{!-99) and the
remaining V H regions differ by between two and seven residues
from the others. Likewise . nine VH regions have identical
sequences for the section V(102-117J , two have a second
sequence (Hdex4 and Hdex5) and one has a third sequence
(Hdexl J. Thus, the relatively conserved sections V(!-99) and
V(!02-117J are separated by two highly variable residues at
positions I 00 and I 0 I .
This same three-section pattern is seen when 20 completely
sequenced V H regions are aligned by homology with their
anti-dextran counterparts (Fig. 3). The section homologous to
V(l-99) can clearly be defined in each of these 20 VH regions
and each terminates precisely at the position homologous to 99
in the heavy chains binding dextran (Fig. 3). The homology
relationships among the V! I 02-117 J sections are also obvious.
The V( I 02-117) sections from the various V H regions are
identical in size, apart from the levan -binding immunoglobulins ,
and exhibit extensive amino acid sequence homology to one
another (56-100% sequence identity). Accordingly, sections
homologous to V(l-99) and V(l02-117) in the dextran VH
regions are clearly present in all of the other V H regions
examined to date. In contrast. there is no homology in the
V(I00-101) regions between these two sections because of
extensive sequence and size variability (Fig. 3). The sections
analogous to V( I 00-10 I) can be defined only as those residues
remaining after the V( 1-99) and V( I 02-117 J sections have been
assigned for each V region by homology .

Implications of V H diversity patterns for
gene organisation
The patterns of amino acid diversity in the V H regions from
antibodies binding a-1,3 dextran allow us to define tentatively
VH and JH segments with properties similar to their light chain
counterparts (Figs 1-3). The V(l-99) section appears to correspond to the VH segment and V(102-l I 7) section appears to
represent the JH segment. The V(I00-101) section will be called
the D (diversity) segment and its origin will be discussed.
The extensive variability in these V H regions at position JOO
appears to mark the C-terminal end of the V H segment, just as
extensive variability at position 96 marks the C-terminal end of
the V segment in kappa light chains 17 • The correspondence of
V(l-99) to a VH gene segment is confirmed by the DNA
sequence analysis of a germ-line VH gene segment which ends
precisely at codon 99 (P. Early, H. Huang, M. Davis and L.H .,
unpublished observation).
The JH segment includes at least positions 102-117. The
C-terminal boundary of the JH segment at position 117 has been
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identical JH segments may be associated with differing V H
segments (such as Ml04E and Hdex8; J558 and Hdex9J. Conversely, identical VH segments may be associated with different
JH segments (for example, Hdex 1, Hdex2 and Hdex4 J (Fig. 1 ).
Even more striking is the observation that the J, segment in V H
regions from antibodies binding dextran also occurs in the very
different V H regions from myeloma proteins binding phosphorylcholine (Fig. 3). Likewise, the same JH segment may be
found in heavy chains binding phosphorylcholine and galactan
(for example, M 167.and T601 ). Thus, the combinational joining
of JH and V Hgene segments appears to be an important source of
diversity in these dextran-binding antibodies.
D segmenr diversit}'. This most striking diversity pattern in these
VH regions (Figs 2, 3). Diversity in the D segments may arise
from one of three general mechanisms: (I J a novel somatic
mutation mechanism possibly occurring as a result of the joining
of VH and JH gene segments ; (2) a large number of germ-line JH
or V Hgene segments which include the D segment; or 13 la third
gene segment (DJ encoding positions 100 and 101 which is
joined with the VH and JH gene segments during the differentiation of an antibody-producing cell. Let us consider what
constraints the diversity patterns of the V H regions impose on
each of these models.
Several observations argue against many germ-line V H gene
segments extending from codons 1 to 101. First, identical D
segments may be associated with different VH segmentsM 104E-Hdex8 and J558-Hdex9 (Fig. 1 ). Thus, the D segments
appear to associate independently with V H segments. Second,
the Tl 5 V H gene segment terminates at codon 99 (P. Early,
H. Huang and L.H., unpublished observation). Accordingly, the
D segment cannot be encoded as part of the V Hgene segment for
the Tl 5 V H gene segment (Fig. 3). Identical D segments may be
associated with different JH segments-Hdex l-Hdex2 and X44J539 (Fig. 3). A more striking example of this independent
association of D and JH segments is the observation that a J,
segment is associated with very different D segments in
immunoglobulins binding distinct haptens-Tl 5 and M 104 E
(Fig. 3). The independent segregation of D segments with both
VH and JH segments suggests that the D coding regions are not
merely germ-line extensions of V H or JH gene segments. In
addition, homology comparisons among the VH regions very

-LEU----

2

codon at a particular position
into the alternative codons at
that position. The V 1 to V•
and J 1 to J, segments are
defined. The third hypervariable region is denoted by
hv3. Three pairs of proteins
with identical sequences at
positions 100 and IO I are set
apart from the rest. The VH.
D and JH segments are
defined in Fig. I.

clearly define the V Hand JH segments (Fig. 3 l. ln contrast, the D
segments Jack constancy both in size (0 to 7 residues) and amino
acid sequence (20 different sequences in 25 different V H regions
compared) (Fig. 3). The V Hregions in Fig. 3 would require a very
large number of germ-line gene segments if the V Hor JH gene
segments include the D segment.
The D segment diversity is quite distinct from the V-J
junctional diversity of kappa chains in several regards. First,
there are extensive size differences among the D segments
whereas the K junctional diversity shows at most the insertion or
deletion of just a single codon 23 • Second, the two codons for the
D segment associated with a particular V H(V,) and a particular
JH(J,) segment exhibit three different nucleotide alternatives at
three positions-lOOa, lOOb and !Ola (Table I). This observation is important because it suggests that D segment diversity
cannot be generated solely by recombination between the V,
and J, gene segments as is suggested by the site-specific recombinational model of mouse kappa chains"-". This model allows
for only two alternatives at any nucleotide position. Accordingly, the extensive variability, the size differences and the
presence of three bases at several nucleotide positions in the D
segments constitute a distinctly new pattern of diversity that
must be explained by a novel mechanism for somatic mutation
or the presence of multiple D gene segments.
The striking base invariance at nucleotide positions I 0 I band
10 le in the midst of the remarkable adjacent diversity raises
several interesting possiblities (Table 1 ). Perhaps these invariant
nucleotides form part of a recognition site for an enzyme that
might mediate somatic mutation or join the D and JH gene
segments together. Alternatively, perhaps these invariant
nucleotides are a part of the J H gene segment.
If the D segment is encoded by a gene segment separate from
the V Hand JH gene segments, then heavy chain genes differ in a
major organisational feature from light chain genes. Moreover,
the presence of a putative D gene segment creates a second gene
segment boundary (VH-D and D-JHI at which junctional diversity of the type noted in kappa chains can occur" -".

Antigen-binding diversity and V H variability
The third hypervariable region forms an important part of the
antigen-binding site" ". Diversity in the dextran antibodies is
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Fig. 1 The amino acid sequences and idiotypes from V regions of myeloma proteins and homogeneous hybridoma antibodies hindinµ dcxtran .
The myeloma protein MI 04E is used as a prototype sequence and variation from this sequence is indica ted . The hypervariahle reµion , arc
indicated by hv l, hv2 and hv3, respectively. CHO indicates the attachment of a ca rbohydrate moiety . The one-letter amino acid code of D"vhotl
is used 31 . The V and J segments are indicated by arrows . The D segment includes positions JOO and IOI. Sequential numhcrin~ de~otes
consecutive numbering of the VHregions. The Kabat-Wu numbering is from ref. 36. Details of the complete heavy chain sequence of the ~ 111-1 E
immunoglobulin are published elsewhere'". A similar strategy was used for the sequence analysis of the VH region> from the h~·hridomas . Th«
positions of amino acid substitutions in V segments are indicated . Eight hybrids were derived from individual BALB / c mice: Hdexh. 7. Xand 9
we re obtained at 5 or 6 days after a single injection of I 00 µg dextran B 1355 in complete Freund 's adjuvant iCFA I. and Hdex2 . 3. 4 and Io were
obtained 1-3 days after hyperimmunisation with dextran in CFA followed 1-2 months later with 3 interperitonea l in jections of 2 x 111"
Escherichia coli at 2-day intervals. Hybrids Hdexl and 5 were derived from a single (BAB-14 x BRVR1F 1 mouse at 7 days after the dextran-E.
coli protocol. Hybrids were generated as described by Galfre eta I." using the HGPRT-deficient MPC-111-)•,"K I line . 45 .6TG I. 7. IHdex I. 3. 4. ~
and 10) or a non -secreting variety of the MOPC-21 (y 1 K) line . NSI / 1-Ag4- I, which synthesises but does not secrete K chains 1Hdex~. 6. 7. 8 and
9J. Anti-dextran secreting hybrids were detected by direct binding of '"I-dextran by culture supernates either in a tube-binding assav or after
isoelectric focusing in polyacrylamide gels. Hybrids were cloned in soft agar'' over feeder layers and grown in BALB / c mice as ascites tumours.
The antibodies produced by the hybrids appeared representative of those found in the serum at the time of fusion . ldiotypes were determin ed a;
described by ref. 29. ++++ Indicates a reaction 10 times as strong as+; - indicates no reaction.
defined by the DNA sequence analysis of an expressed Ywl,.
gene (H. Huang, P . Early, M . Davis and L.H., unpublish..:d
observations). This analysis demonstrates that the CH region
begins at a position homologous to residue 118 in the heavy
chains from antibodies binding dextran , in agreement with the
1H and Cy , gene segment boundaries defined by DNA seque nce
analysis of a C,, gene" . The N-terminal boundary of the 1H
segment is unclear. Figure 2 shows three 1H sequences which
differ from each other by two or three two-base substitutions (1,,
1, and 1 3 ). Position 102 is the first position ir:i the 1H segment at
which linkage relationships among amino acid residues appear .
A tryptophan at position I 02 is invariably linked to va lin e,
alanine and valine resid ues at positions 106, 109 and 113,
respectively, in the 1, segments, whereas the tyrosine at position
I 02 is linked to tyrosine , glu tamine and leucine at these positions in the 1, segments (Fig. 2) . These linkage relationships
imply that the 1 1 a nd 1 2 segments are encoded independent ly in
the germ-line. The D segment comprises positions 100 and I 0 I
and may or may not be a part of the J segment , depending on
how V-1 junctional diversity a rises . These assignments of the
VH, 1H and D segment boundaries also are supported by the
homology relationships exhibited among the other completely
sequenced V H regions (Fig. 3 ).
The D and JH segments comprise almost the entire third
hypervariable region (Fig . 2). This is in striking contrast to the 1.
segment which just extends into the third hypervariable region
by a single residue" . Moreover, the size variation seen in the D
segment of heavy chains is far more extensive than that seen at
the V-J boundary of kappa chains.
Rudikoff and coworkers have used more limited VH region
data to suggest the V H segment extends from I to 98 and the J H
segment from 105 to 117 . They conclude that positions 99 to
104 may be part of the V segment or, alternatively, part of the 1
segment". These assignments are different from those made
here .

Implications of V" diversity patterns for
mechanisms of antibody diversity
The VH regions from dextran antibodies all differ from one
another. Let us analyse possible contributions to this di versi ty by
multiple germ-line gene segments, somatic mutation and the
combinational joining of VH and 1H segments.
Germ-line VH and JH gene segmen1s. Fou r different amino acid
sequences corresponding to the V H gene segment are present in
the 12 antibodies binding dextran and th ese are denoted V 1 to
V 4 in Figs I and 2. The V 1 segme nt is expressed in nine dit!ere nt
immunoglobulins binding dextran and, accordingly. appears to
be encoded by a germ-line gene . This supposition follows from
the improbability of generati ng the same VH sequence man )
times by somatic mutation•. The V ,, V, and V, segments dit!er
from V, by seven, four a nd two residue substitutions, respe<"tively . The V,, V 3 and V 4 segments may be encoded by disti nct
germ -line VH gene segments or these sequences ma y arise from
one o r more somatic mutational mechanisms. Howe ve r. the
diversity patterns among the V,, V, and V 4 segmen ts do not
resemble either of the two somatic mutational patterns
described earlier for light chains, A-type diversity and V . -1.
junctional diversity.
The three different JH segments differ from o ne another by
two to.five residue alternatives (Fig. 2). Moreover, most of these
JH segment substitutions require two or even three base substitutions and repeats of two of these sequences have been seen.
These observations strongly suggest that the three 111 sequences
are directly encoded by three germ -line 1H gene segments. The
JH diversity noted in Fig. 3 ap pears to be significantly grea ter
than the corresponding Jc diversity " and, accordi ngly, may be
encoded by a larger number of germ-line 1H gene segments.
Combina1ional joinin g. The combinational joining of VH and 111
gene segments to encode many distinct V H regions provides yet
another source of antibody di versity (Fig. 41. For examp le.
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Fig. 3 A comparison of published heavy chain sequences including the C-terminal portions of VH regions . The division of this region into VH
segments, D segment•. and JH segments is based on homology with the heavy chains binding dextran . The prototype sequence for the VH and JH
segments is M 104 E. The prototypes for the D segments are the first sequence in each group. The J segments which do not extend to amino acid
117 are due to incomplete amino acid sequence data and not to shorter J segments.
concentrated in the third hypervariable region of heavy chains
which includes the D segment and much of the ltt segment (Fig.
2). Studies on the binding specificites of the myeloma proteins
MI04E and 1558 which differ only in the D segment have
demonstrated that the antigen-binding properties of these two
molecules are quite distinct 3.. " . Accordingly, the mechanism
for producing D segment diversity does have an important role
in modifying the antigen-binding properties of antibodies .
Variability in the third hypervariable region of the dextran
antibodies arises from germ-line diversit y (JH segments). by
combinational joining of Ytt and ltt (and possibly Dtt) segments
and by the mechanism for producing D segment diversity. Of
these, D segment diversity appears to be by far the most
extensive and, presumably, important in generating a diversity
of antigen-binding sites (Figs 2, 3) .
One striking feature evident in Fig. 3 is that immunoglobulins
binding particular ha pt ens share similar V H segments, exhibit D
segments of similar size (for example , zero for levans, four for
galactans, and so on), and to a lesser extent share similar ltt
segments. Whether these correlations arise through some
intrinsic properties of gene organisation, somatic mutational
mechanisms or antigen selection is unknown .

Correlation of dextran idiotypes and
protein structure
Several interesting conclusions can be drawn about the correlation of Ytt structure and the various idiotypes of dextranbinding antibodies (Fig. I) . First, the individual idiotype appears
to correlate with the D segment sequence. The Ytt regions from
the Ml04E and 1558 proteins differ only by their D segments.
As the light chains are identical, the individual idiotypes of
MI04E and 1558 must be determined by positions 100 and IOI .
Moreover, the VH region of Hdex9, which differs from that of
J558 by four residues and is identical at positions I 00 and I 0 I,
has the individual 1558 idiotype. Likewise, the Ytt region of
Hdex8, which differs from that of MI 04E by seven residues and
is identical in the D segment, also has the individual M104E

idiotype. However, a single residue substitution can eliminate
the individual idiotype as demonstrated by the observation that
Hdex3 is lacking both the MI04E and 1558 individual idiotypes
(Figs I, 2). Partial and in one case complete Id! reactivity can be
retained by D segments sharing one of two residues (Hdex I.
Hdex2 and Hdex7). The overall conclusion is that the individual
idiotypes of myeloma proteins MI 04E and 1558 are determined
by residues 100 and I 01 and, accordingly. are either encoded by
a third gene segment (D) or represent antigenic determinants
generated by a novel somatic mutational mechanism . Second,
the ldX idiotype correlates with several residues in the V H
segment. The Ytt region from one ldX -negati ve protein ,
HdexlO, has been sequenced . Hdex!O differs from the two
myeloma Ytt regions by four residues-positions 54 , 55 , JOO
and 101. The substitution at position 55 destroys the attachment
site for the carbohydrate moiety, distinguishing it from the other
11 Ytt regions (Fig. I) . It is attractive to postulate that the ldX
idiotype depends on amino acids at positions 54 and 55. This
supposition is supported by the observation that Hdex8, whi ch
has greatly reduced ldX reactivity, has a substitution at position
54. Analysis of V Hregions from several additional ldX-negative
antibody molecules are in progress to determine whether they
also exhibit substitutions at positions 54 and 55 and to test the
intriguing possibility that the ldX idiotype may be in part
associated with a carbohydrate moiety.
Thus, idiotypes can apparently arise from V segments (!dX) or
D segments (!di). These data on the hybridoma antibodies
binding a-1,3 dextran do allow us to assign structural correlates
for the cross-reactive (V segment) and individual (D segment)
idiotypes of several dextran antibodies . However, an idiotype
localised to a particular region (for example, the ld!J558 to
positions 100 and I 0 I ) may require particular sequences in still
other portions of the V region for its expression (for example , V
and 1 segments like those found in dextran-binding antibodies ).
Accordingly, the interpretation of genetic mapping of idiotypes
is complex. Indeed, one can never be certain what is being
mapped-a V segment, a D segment, a 1 segment, the ability to
produce certain somatic variants, or some combination of these.
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In an historical context, note that Kabat and coworkers
predicted the existence of minigenes for each hypervariable
region based on an analysis of the V region amino acid
sequences"·". In addition, Capra and Kindt postulated the
existence of multiple V coding elements based on an analysis of
V H sequence data and idiotypes"''". If the D segments are
encoded by distinct gene segments, they are 'minigenes' that
encode the individual idiotypes of murine antibodies binding
dextran.

The evolution of split-gene segments and
DNA rearrangements
The V H regions and V L regions are homologous to one another
at the protein level''·'". Both V Land V Hare encoded by V and J
gene segments of similar size. This homology implies that the
split-gene strategy and the mechanism for rearranging split
genes must have arisen before the divergence of light and heavy
chains. Indeed, it is attractive to speculate that split genes and
mechanisms for their rearrangement evolved bdore the emergence of the vertebrate immune system, possibly in families of
genes coding membrane recognition functions. It will be interesting to determine whether there are other contemporary

Fig. 4
JH

A diagram indicating the combinational joining of VH and
segments. V 1 to V4 and J 1 to J 3 are defined in Fig. 2.

multigene families using strategies of split genes and DNA
rearrangment for the amplification of information'. This is
discussed elsewhere .. '.
The patterns of phenotypic diversity in the V H regions from
antibodies binding a:-1,3 dextran have allowed us to make
several important conclusions. We can define VH and JH segments which are homologous to their light chain counterparts.
Diversity in a third region, the D segment, can be explained by a
novel somatic mutational mechanism , the existence of a third
germ-line (DJ gene segment, or the less likely possibility of a
large number of JH gene segments. Antibody diversity appears
to arise from several sources: multiple germ-line gene segments,
combinational joining of VH and JH gene segments and the
mechanism for producing D segment diversity which includes
extensive nucleotide substitutions as well as the insertion or
deletion of multiple residues. Correlations between the V H
sequences and the idiotypes of the antibodies to a:-1,3 dextran
are possible but there should be caution in the interpretation of
genetic mapping studies which use idiotypes. Studies are in
progress in our laboratories to expand our analyses of the
phenotypic (protein) diversity in the dextran system and to
analyse the gene segments encoding the dextran response.
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The immunoglobulin molecule is coded for by three unlinked gene
families:

kappa (K), lambda (A), which encode the light chains, and

heavy (H) which encodes the heavy chains (1,2).

The kappa and lambda

families each contain four types of gene segments:
variable (V), joining (J) and constant ( C) ( 3-7).
in the germline by intervening sequences.
tiation one v

1

and one J

1

leader (L),
These are separated

During the B-cell differen-

gene segment are joined with apparent

deletion of the intervening sequence to form a contiguous transcriptionally active variable region gene.

In addition to 1, VH, JH and CH

gene segments heavy chains possess a fifth gene segment, diversity (D),
located between VH and JH (8).

DNA rearrangements join one VH and one

JH gene segment to a single D gene segment to form a transcrintionally
active VH region gene during B-cell differentiation.

The VH region

gene remains separated from the CH gene segments by an intervening DNA
sequence.

Both protein and nucleic acid sequence analys is of joined

VH region and germline VH and JH gene segments have demonstrated the
existence of the D segment (8,9).

However, D gene segr.ient sequence s

have not yet been obtained from germline DNA.
The joined VH and

v1

the antibody molecule (1).

genes encode the anti gen binding portion of
Each variable reg ion i s composed of four

regions of relatively conserved amino acid sequence (framework regions)
and three regions of highly variable sequence (hypervariable regions)
(10,11).

X-ray crystallographic studies have demonstrated that the

hypervariable regions fold to form the walls of the antigen-binding
site (12,13).

Amino acid substitutions in these regions therefore may

influence antigen binding .
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Several mechanisms have been shown to contribute to antibody
diversity.

i) Multiple VH, JH, v1 , and J 1 gene segments exist in

the germline (2,5 ,8,15,16).

ii) These gene segments can be joined

in combinatorial fashion to form many different variable regions (9,14).
Since part of the J segment is in the third hypervariable region, this
combinatorial joining can contribute significantly to antigen-binding
diversity in both heavy and light chains.

iii) The joining of VK and

JK can produce additional diversity at the N-terminal portion of the J
segment.

This type of diversity has been termed junctional diversity

and has been explained by a site-specific recombination model (21-23).
iv) Simple somatic mutation of both V and J segments also can potentially produce variant sequences which may be selected by virtue of
their higher anti gen-binding affinity.

For example, the majority of

myeloma A chains which have been sequenced (18-20) exhibit a VA
region sequence identical to that of a germline VA gene segment (7).
Several variant VA region sequences have been found which diff,e r from
the germline sequence by one to three amino acid substitutions, all
located in hypervariable regions.

These sequences are consistent with

the hypothesis that the variant VA sequences were produced by somatic
mutation of a single germline VA gene segment.
The anti-1,3-dextran (Dex) antibodies of mice have been well
studied genetically, serologically, and structurally.

Two BALB/c

myeloma tumors which bind dextran, Ml04E and J558, have been used as
prototype dextran antibodies.

Both of these proteins have A light

chains with identical sequences (18,19).

Mouse strains can be classi-

fied as either hi gh or low responders to dextran based on the rapidity
and magnitude of their antibody response to dextran immunization
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(21,22).

The high/low response trait, as well as an idiotypic deter-

minant common to Ml04E and J558 but not other immunoglobulins which do
not bind dextran have been shown by genetic analysis to map adjacent
to the heavy chain constant region locus (23).

Antibodies to dextran

obtained from high responder mouse serum following dextran iI!IIllunization
invariably carry A light chains which comigrate on isoelectric focusing
with those of Ml04E and J558, suggesting that there is little or no
contribution to dextran antibody diversity from the light chain (24).
In addition to the common idiotypic determinant described above,
termed IdX, individual idiotypic determinants unique to Ml04E (IdIM104)
and J558 (IdIJ558) have been described (25,26).

Antisera directed

against these determinants have demonstrated the presence of all three
determinants in serum antibodies.

An idiotype negative class of serum

antibody which lacks all these three idiotypic determinants also is
present in serum antibodies.

Amino acid sequence studies of pools of

serum antibodies which express either very high levels of IdIM104 and
IdX or low levels of IdX demonstrate a single homogeneous heavy chain
N-terminal sequence identical to that of Ml04E and J558 (24).
The availability of hybridomas which secrete large quantities of
homogeneous dextran-binding immunoglobulin greatly expedited protein
sequence and idiotype analyses.

We have previously reported complete

heavy chain variable region sequences for two myeloma and ten hybridoma
proteins (9).

From those sequences came the first evidence that the

heavy chain V region is encoded by three separate gene segments:
D, and JH.

VH'

The gene segments of the VH region have subsequently been

confirmed by nucleic acid analysis (8).

The twelve VH regions were
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constructed from four VH, nine D, and three JH segments.

Combinatorial

joining of these segments contributes significantly to dextran antibody diversity.

In this paper we present complete VH region sequences

from ten additional dextran-binding hybridomas.
contain VH, D, and JH segments
bodies.

no~

These molecules

previously found in dextran anti-

The new sequences serve to strengthen and extend our previous

conclusions regarding the origin of diversity of dextran antibodies.
Idiotypic studies of the hybridomas had previously allowed identification of specific sites as contributing to idiotypic determinants (8,27).
Further idiotypic analyses are presented in the accompanying paper by
Clevinger et al. (manuscript in preparation).

Mf\.TERIALS AND METHODS
I gJ~

Pur ifi cati on and Peptide Preparation.

Kehry et al. (28)

present complete details of the purification of the Ml04E IgM immunoglobulin> Hand L chain separation, and cyanogen bromide (CNBr)
digestion a nd peptide separation.

The same procedures have been

used for all IgM class dextran antibodies presented here.
Sequence Strategy of IgM Antibodies.

A detailed report on the

sequence analysis of Ml04E will be presented elsewhere (28).

The

sequence analysis of IgM class hybridomas VH regions generally followed
the strategy described there for the VH region and summarized here
with specific exceptions to the general strategy noted.
Residues 1-35,

The intact H chain was sequenced from the N-

terminus for 35 steps.

If necessary, tryptic peptides containing

residues 20-23 and 24-34 were isolated from cyanogen bromide peptide
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(CN 1-2; see ref. 28) containing residues 1-34 and sequenced.
Residues 35-81.
35-81

The cyanogen bromide peptide containing residues

(CN3) was sequenced from its N-terminus to residue 68 or

further.

Two tryptic peptides containing residues 68-74 and 75-81 were

isolated and sequenced.

Compositions were obtained for all tryptic

peptides from CN3 to confirm the sequence.

In some cases CN3 was

succinylated to block the N-terminus and digested with protease V8
from Staphylococcus aureus which yields a single specific cleavage
following glutamic acid at residue 46.

The mixture of one blocked and

one unblocked peptide was loaded on the sequencer without further purification.

One hybridoma heavy chain, Hdex8, lacks a methionine at

residue 34 .

In this case a cyanogen bromide peptide containing

residues 20-81 was sequenced to residue 69.

Residues 68-71 were

determined by sequence analysis of two tryptic peptides as above .
Residues 82-117.
82-151

(C i~4)

A cyanogen bromide peptide containing residues

was sequenced from its N-terminus to at least residue 108.

CN4 was succinylated to block a and

E

amino groups and di gested with

trypsin which now cleaves only at arginine residues yielding a simple
specific cleavage after residue 98.

This mixture of two fragments,

one block and one unblocked, was sequenced without further purification
from residues 99 to 117.

Thus the sequence of all residues in the

third hypervariable region has been determined twice for every protein.
Tryptic digestion of succinylated Hdexl3 CN4 yields cleavages after
residues 98 and 103.

This resulted in a mixture of one

unblocked peptides being sequenced.

b~ocked

and two

The sequence of residues 99-103

was known from the N-terminal sequence of Hdexl3 CN9 and thus could be
subtracted from the mixed sequence obtained to provide an unambiguous
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sequence for residues 104-117.

Hdexl4 heavy chain has a methionine at

residue 104 not found in other dextran antibodies.

Cyanogen bromide

cleavage of this protein generates peptides containing residues 82-104
and 105-151.

The former was completely sequenced and the latter was

sequenced to residue 118.
Purification and Sequence Analysis of IgG3 antibodies.

Ascites

fluid containing IgG3 immunoglobulin was dialyzed against distilled
water, resulting in the specific precipitation of the IgG3 protein.
This was resuspended in phosphate buffered saline (0.12 M sodium
chloride -- 0.10 M sodium phosphate pH 7.8) and mildly reduced under
N with 10 mM dithiothreitol (DTT) for 90 min at room temperature and
2
alkylated with 23 mM iodoacetamide (IA) for

60 min on ice.

Heavy and

light chains were precipitated with an equal volume of saturated
ammonium sulfate at 4°c followed by at 5,000 rpm for 10 min.

The

resulting pellet was resuspended in 3M guanidine·HCl-0.12 M ammonium
bicarbonate for chain separation by gel filtration on a 2.5 x 100 cm
Ultrogel· AcA54 (LKB) column equilibrated in the same buffer.

Heavy

chains were desalted over G-25 (Pharmacia) in 0.2 M ammonium hydroxide
and lyophilized.

Dry heavy chain was resuspended in 70% formic acid,

digested with cyanogen bromide (50 mg/ml) for 18 h at 4°c, and
lyophilized.

The digest was resuspended in 8 M guanidine·HCl and

subsequently diluted with 0 . 2 M ammonium bicarbonate to yield a 3M
guanidine·HCl solution which ·was applied to a 2.5 x 150 cm Ultrogel
AcA 54 column equilibrated and eluted with 3 M guanidine-HCl-0.2 M
ammonium bicarbonate.

A peptide containing residues 35-81 and

corresponding to CN3 from

I&~

molecules is recovered in a pure state,
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desalted, and lyophilized.

A second peptide found in the excluded

volume of the col~n was desalted, lyophilized, resuspended in 6 M
Gu·HCl - 0.2 M Tris base pH 8.2, fully reduced under N with 12 mM
2
DTT at 37°C for 90 min, alkylated with 25 mM IA on ice for 60 min,
diluted with an equal volume of 0.2 M rumnonium bicarbonate and applied
to the same AcA54 column previously described.

A peptide corresponding

to CN4 of the IgM molecule with residue 82 as its N-terminus can be
recovered from the column.
Sequence Strategy for IgG3 Antibodies.

Residues 1-35 were

determined by sequence analysis of intact heavy chain for 35 steps.
Residues 35-81 were determined by complete sequence analysis of the
corresponding cyanogen bromide peptide.

Residues 82-117 were deter-

mined from a single 37-cycle sequence analysis of the corresponding
peptide.
Sequence Analysis.

Automated amino acid sequence analysis was

performed on extensively modified Beckman 890B sequenators with
Polybrene carrier (29,30).

Phenylthiohydantoin amino acids were

identified by high performance liquid chromatography as previously
described (29,30,31),

Amino acid analyses were performed with a

Durrum D-500 amino acid analyzer with a ninhydrin detection system.

RESULTS
The complete variable region amino acid sequences of the twelve
previously reported and nine new dextran-binding heavy chains are
presented in Fig. 1.

Fig. 2 presents the sequences of residues 98-117.
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The heavy chain variable region is comprised of three segments:
(residues 1-99), D (residues 100-101) and JH (residues 102-117).

VH

All

of the 21 VH segments have identical sequences from residue 81 to
residue 99.

However, eight different amino acids are found at residue

100, the most diverse position in these proteins.

Proteins with different

sequences for residues 1-99 can have identical sequences for residues 100
and 101 (e.g., M104E, Hdex8 and Hdexl6; J558 and Hdex9).

These data are

consistent with residue 99 being the C terminus of the VH segment and
residue 100 the N terminus of the D segment.

A phosphorylcholine-binding

germline VH gene segment has recently been sequenced and found to end
with the residue homologous to residue 99 of dextran-binding H chains,
supporting this conclusion (8).

Similar arguments suggest that residue

102 is the N terminus of the JH segment.

Thus some proteins with iden-

tical sequences for residues 1-101 have different sequences for residues
102-117 (e.g., J558, Hdex 14 and Hdexl8; Hdexl and Hdex2) and some proteins with different sequences for residues 100 and 101 have identical
sequences for residues 102-117 (e. g ., Ml04E, J558, Hdex2, Hdex6, Hdex7,
HdexlO, Hdexl2, Hdex17).

Furthermore, when all known sequences of BALB/c

H chains are compared (Figure 3) proteins with very different VH and D
segments are found to have identical JH segments (e.g., M104E and Tl5;
Hdexl4, M21 and Ml73).
Each of the three segments of dextran-binding H chains exhibits a
strikingly different pattern of diversity.

Six different VH segment

v1

(see Figure 2), occurs in

sequences have been found.

One, termed

15 of 21 heavy chains.

v4

The

sequence differs from the

v1

sequence by

two amino acid substitutions, each of which requires a single nucleotide
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su"bstitution and has been found twice in the 21 dextran-binding heavy chains.

v3 , v4

The V ,
2

and

v5

sequences differ from

v1

by seven, four, one, and

one amino acid substitutions, respectively, and occur once each.

All

amino acid substitutions in these proteins require only single nucleotide
substitutions.

Twelve different D segment sequences have been found,

making this the most diverse of the three dextran heavy chain segments.
The D and D segments have been found four times each, D and D twice
1
2
4
3
each, and the remaining light D segments only once each.

Of the six

different JH segments found in dextran-binding heavy chains, J , J , J
2
4
1
and J

5

sequences differ from one another by multiple amino acid substi-

tutions, a number of which require two nucleotide substitutions in a
single codon.

The J 1 and J sequences are more closely related, differ3

ing by two amino acid substitutions which require five nucleotide substitutions.

The J

2

and J 4 sequences differ only at their N-terminal residue

and this amino acid substitution requires only a single nucleotide substitution.
Each hybridoma antibody has a A light chain.

These have been com-

pared to the Ml04E and J558 A chains by isoelectric focusing (data not
shown).

All of the A chains examined focus at identical positions,

suggesting that they are all very similar if not identical in sequence.
A more detailed characterization of these proteins is now under way.

Discussion

Each of the 21 VH regions from dextran-binding antibodies that we
have examined to date has a unique amino acid sequence indicating the
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existence of an enormous diversity of dextran-binding antibodies.
will discuss the

diversit~

We

patterns seen for each of the three heavy

chain gene segments with regard to possible mechanisms of the generation
of diversity which these patterns, suggest.
~

Segments.

Germline gene segments are defined by multiple

appearances of identical amino acid sequences in independently derived
myelomas and hybridomas.

Two identical variant sequences arising by

somatic mutation of the same germline gene segments requires two independent B-cell lineages to follow identical mutation pathways.

Such

parallel mutation is unlikely and therefore two identical variant sequences are generally considered to indicate the existence of a separate
germline gene segment (32).

By this argument, the

represent two separate germline gene segments.

v1

and

v4

sequence s

The four sequences which

have been found only once each might have arisen in any one of several
ways.

1) Each of these sequences may represent a separate germline VH

gene segment.

If so, the small extent of divergence of the sequences

suggests that they have arisen from fairly recent gene duplication events.
2) These variants may arise by somatic mutation of the germline
segment.

v1 gene

If this is the case, then somatic mutation in VH gene segments

has somewhat different properties compared to the somati c mutational pattern
of the VA gene segment.

First, ten of thirteen amino acid substitutions

occur outside of hypervariable regions in the dextran VH segments, in
contrast to VA where all substitutions are in hypervariable regions (18-20).
Second, dextran VH segments with four and seven amino acid substitutions
have been found while in VA segments the maximum number of amino acid substitutions is three.

If these variants do in fact arise from somatic
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mutation, it is still necessary to ask whether they create an increased
antigen-binding affinity and therefore are selected in vivo during an
immune response.

Third, variants may have arisen from unequal crossing

over among tandemly arrayed dextran VH gene segments which would produce
new hybrid VH gene segments.

Such a process would be promoted by flank-

ing sequence homology.
Complete nucleic acid sequence anaJ.ysis of all germline dextran VH
gene segments should elucidate the relative contributions of each of these
three mechanisms.

If, for example, each of the six VH amino acid sequences

was found to correspond to a separate germline gene segment then somatic
variational mechanisms would be unnecessary.

If there are fewer germline

VH gene segments than protein sequences, a comparison of the germline
gene segment sequences may indicate the most probable mechanism for producing each of the variants observed.

Since the C terminal. sequence of

aJ.l dextran VH sequences is invariant, junctional mechanisms of diversification do not appear to operate on the VH segment at this boundary.
D Segments.

Of the three VH region gene segments the origin of

diversity in the D segment is the most difficult to assess.

The paraJ.lel

mutation argument discussed above suggests that at least those four D
segments (D , D , n and D ) which occur multiple times represent germline
4
2
1
3
gene segments.

It is possible that all twelve D segments found in dextran

antibodies may represent germ.line gene segments.

However, a sufficiently

high mutation rate acting on six nucleotide-long D gene segments combined
with strong selection for certain amino acids at residues 100 and 101
imposed by dextran binding could result in the generation of the same
variant D segments in independent cell lineages (i.e., parallel mutation).
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Both residues 100 and 101 are junctional residues, raising the possibility
that junctional mechanisms may contribute to diversity at both of these
positions.

Several dextran D segment sequences can be found within the

larger D segment sequence of other H chains.

For example, both D
and
10

D
are present in the Tl5 D segment, D and D
are present in the Tl5
12
12
3
D segment, D and D
in the
12
3
segment (Figure 3).

HS D segment, and u and u4 in the M21 D
3

This observation raises the intriguing possibility

that there will be a relatively small number of germline D segments of
relatively large size which will have appropriate flanking sequences to
allow joining with VH and JH gene segments .

If joining can occur at var-

iable positions in the 3' and 5' ends of the D segment, then proteins
with a large diversity of D se gment sizes and sequences will result.

As

seen in Figure 3, D segmen ts do exhibit extensive size and sequence
diversity.

The data of Fi gure 3 suggest

that selection for binding to a

specific antigen limits D segments to a particular length.

Thus dextran

antibodies have D segments two residues long; galactan antibodies have D
segments of three residues; and levan antibodies appear to lack D segments
entirely.
Nucleic acid sequence analyses of germline D gene segments will be
required for a complete understanding of the origin of D segment diversity.
Our laboratory is presently synthesizing a D segment DNA probe for this
purpose.
We have previously pointed out the conservation of nucleotide sequence
at codon 101 so that the second nucleotide of codon 101 is always adenine
and the third nucleotide is always a pyrimidine (9).

We have now found a

single exception to this rule in D
of Hdexl5, which has a serine at
12
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position 101 (mRNA codons UCX or AGY).

The significance of this generally

conserved sequence is unknown at present.

It is frequently but not invar-

iably observed in the D segments of other heavy chains (Figure 3).

If

the conservation does reflect some requirement of the joining process
it serves to limit the junctional diversification of residue 101.
~

Three of the dextran JH sequences (J , J , J ) occur
1
2
6

Segments.

multiple times in dextran and other BALB/c antibodies (Figures 2 and 3),
suggesting that they represent germline gene segments.
sequence analysis has demonstrated that the J
germline DNA (8).

The J

1

and J

2

Indeed, DNA
gene segments are

3 sequence differs from J 1 by two amino acid sub-

stitutions requiring five nucleotide substitutions.

While this could be

produced by somatic mutation, it seems more probable that J
germline gene segment.
terminal residue.

The J

3

also is a

4 segment differs from J 2 by only the N-

A second hybridoma derived independently from the same

mouse as Hdexll has a heavy chain variable region sequence identical with
Hdexll, making it unlikely that the variation in this protein occurred in
the cell fusion and cloning process.

It is interesting to note that when

the JH segments of all BALB/c heavy chains are compared (Figure 3), there
are four J -like segments which differ from one another only at their N2
terminal residues (Figure 4).

It is possible that each of these repre-

sents a separate germline JH gene segment.
are two germline J
residues (15, 16).

K

It should be noted that there

gene segments which differ only at their N-terminal
A JH segment which differs from J

1

by only the N-

terminal residue also has been found in two different proteins (Figure

4).

The location of these differences at the D-JH boundary also raises the
possibility that they may be generated by a junctional mechanism analogous
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to that observed in kappa chains.

When the J

5

sequence is compared with

the JH sequence of levan-binding antibodies A4, El09, and A47N (Figure
4), they are found to differ in length, with the dextran J
having two additional residues at its N terminus.
explanations for this length difference:

sequence
5
There are two possible

i) The germline J

5

gene segment

begins with residue 102 and residues 102 and 103 have been deleted by the
VH-JH joining event in levan antibodies.

Deletions and insertions of

single nucleotides have been observed at the VK-JK junction (20). ii) The
J

5

gene segment begins with residue 104.

In this instance, residues 102

and 103 would arise from a four-residue-long D segment in dextran antibodies.

This also suggests that variation at residue 104 in galactan

antibodies (Figure 3) could arise from junctional mechanisms.

It should

be remembered that insertions and deletions of a single residue at the
V -J
K

K

junction have been observed (20).

Complete DNA sequence analyses

of the germline JH gene segments should resolve the questions raised here.
As discussed above, the protein sequence data suggest that residue
102 is the N-terminus of all six dextran JH segments.
analysis suggests that the J
while the J

2

1

DNA sequence

gene segment encodes residue 101 as well

gene segment begins with the codon for residue 103 (8).

Thus it may be that in different proteins, codons for residues 101 and
102 will be derived either from germline D or germline JH gene segments.
D segments of dextran antibodies, therefore, may not be of a unique
length.
Combinatorial joining of dextran VH, D, and JH gene segment contributes significantly to dextran antibody diversity.

Combinatorial join-

ing of six VH, twelve D, and six JH segments produces a potential population
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of 432 different dextran antibodies.

Our failure to find a repeated

VH region sequence in the 21 antibodies examined suggests that the pool
of dextran antibodies in the BALB/c mouse is indeed very diverse.

As

data have accumulated, we continue to find new dextran VH, D, and JH
segments, suggesting that we have not yet determined the full diversity
existing for any of these segments.
Of the three dextran variable region gene segments the D segment
diversity makes the greatest contribution to antibody diversity.

If

dextran antibodies contained no D segment, combinatorial joining of
six VH and six JH gene segments would produce only 36 dextran antibodies.
Multiplicity of germline VH and JH gene segments, potential somatic
mutation of VH gene segments and potential junctional diversity produced
at the N-terminus of JH gene segments all make lesser contributions to
dextran antibody diversity.

If all dextran antibodies do in fact possess

identical A chains, then combinatorial association of heavy and light
chains does not contribute to the diversity of these antibodies.
The J
examined.

1

gene segment· is found in 60% of all dextran antibodies
If all possible combinations of dextran VH, D, and JH gene

segments initially occurred in differentiating B-cells with the same
frequency, then the predominance of J
for the ability to bind dextran.

1

is presumably due to selection

However, dextran binding is clearly

compatible with five other JH sequences.

Studies of antigen binding by

M104E and J558 (33, 34) which differ only in their D segments, demonstrated different antigen-binding properties for these two proteins
and suggested a role for the third hypervariable region in dextran binding.
However, dextran antibodies can differ by six of eight third hypervariable
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region residues (e.g.,

~U04E

and Hdexl4).

Further studies of dextran

affinity and antigen binding by these antibodies may elucidate a role for
D and JH segments in determining the fine specificity of antigen binding.
The diversity of Igl·1 class and two IgG3 class dextran antibodies
(Hdexl8 and Hdexl9) can be compared.

We find VH' D, and JH segments in

these antibodies which also are found in the IgM class antibodies.

We

have suggested above that all of the segments observed in these IgG3
molecules are germline in origin.

This is consistent with the current

model of B-cell differentiation in which VH and D segments are translocated
and joined to a JH segment located 5' to the Cµ gene segment.

During the

IgM to IgG class switch the complete VH coding segment is translocated
to a site adjacent to the C gene segment without further alteration of the
VH region.
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Summary

The VH region of the dextran-binding antibody molecule is assembled
from three separate gene segments:

VH, D, and JH.

We have analyzed

the possible sources of diversity in each of these three gene segments.
Multiple germline genes certainly exist for the JH and probably also the
VH and D gene segments.

Diversity of VH gene segments also may arise by

either ordinary somatic mutation or by homologous unequal crossing over.
Whether diversification of D and JH segments may arise during joining
from special junctional mechanisms will be known only when complete DNA
sequences for each of the three gene segments are available for comparison
with the protein sequences.

Combinatorial joining of VH, D, and JH seg-

ments contributes significantly to diversity as demonstrated by our failure
to find a repeated VH region in 21 dextran antibodies examined.
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FIG. 1.

Complete VH region sequences of 21 independently derived

dextran binding myelomas and hybridomas.

The one-letter code of

Dayhoff (35) is used to indicate differences vith the Ml04E sequence,
which is published in 37.

Kabat-Wu numbering refers to the number-

ing scheme of references 10 and 36.
regions 1, 2, and 3.

hv 1,2,3 indicate hypervariable

The locationsofVH, D, and JH segments are

indicated at the bottom along with the residue position (sequential
numbering ) of all amino acid substitutions in the VH segments.
Hdex9 and Hdexl3 have substitutions at position 63.

Both

CHO indicates a

carbohydrate moiety attached to asparagine at position 55 in all but
HdexlO

and Hdexl6.

M104E 3.Ild Hdexl - Hdexl7 are IgM class, Hdexl7

and Hdexl8 are IgG3, and J55 8 is IgA.

All have A light chains.
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FIG. 2.

The C-terminal portions of dextran binding heavy chain

variable regions.
here.

The

v1 -v6, D1 -D12 ,

and J -J segments are defined
1 6

See legend to Figure 1 for other terms.
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FIG. 3.

A comparison of C-terminal portions of published BALB/c

VH regions.

Each has been divided into VH' D, and JH segments

by homology with dextran heavy chains.

The prototype for VH and

JH segments is Ml04E and for D segments the first sequence in
each group.

Those JH segments which do not extend to amino acid

117 are due to incomplete sequence data and do not represent
shorter JH segments.
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JH segments which may exhibit junctional diversity.

Fig. 3 for references.
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FIG. 5.

Diversity of dextran heavy chains produced by combinatorial

joining of VH, D, and JH gene segments.
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CONCLUSION
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During the past five years our understanding of the origin of
antibody diversity has advanced substantially through a combination
of amino acid and nucleic acid sequence analyses.

The single most

important feature of immunoglobulin genes discovered is the division
of the light chain variable region into two and the heavy chain variable region into three gennline gene segments.

Multiple germline gene

segments of each type exist for both heavy and light chains.

The com-

binatorial joining of multiple separate gene segments clearly makes
major contributions to the diversity of VK 21 light chains and dextranbinding heavy chains.

Further diversification can occur as a conse-

quence of gene segment rearrangement and joining in both systems.
Some VH' VK, JH and JK sequences are not easily explained as germline sequences or by junctional mechanisms of diversification of germline sequences.

These variant sequences could have arisen by either

somatic mutation or somatic recombination of germline gene segments.
Somatic mutation is most attractive to explain variant sequences which
differ from gennline gene segments by one or two amino acid substitutions, while somatic rec·o mbination can best explain variants which
differ from germline sequences by several amino acid substitutions.
To reach a final conclusion with re gard to the contribution of these
mechanisms to diversity it will be necessary to know the nucleic acid
sequences of all germline gene segments for a particular set of antibodies.

These are now known for JK (1,2) and JH (3,4) and are being

detennined for the VK gene segments of the VK 21 group by Tonegawa (M.
Weigert, personal communication) and for dextra.n VH gene segments by
the Hood laboratory.
The complete gennline JH gene segment sequences were not known
in time for inclusion in Chapter 5 but are presented here in Figure 1,
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where they are compared with the JH sequences of dextran heavy chains .
The probable junctional residue in the codon for which recombination is
presumed to take place during D-JH rearrangement is shown at the N terminus of each JH sequence.

It is interesting that for M104 recombina-

tion apparently can occur between codons 101 and 102, suggesting a three
nucleotide long D segment, while for Hdex 13 recombination can occur
between the first and second nucleotides of codon 103, suggesting a D
segment 10 nucleotides long.

Other protein sequences are consistent

with recombinants occurring at intermediate positions and imply D segments of intermediate length.

Selection for the ability to bind dextran

appears to require a third hypervariable region light amino acid residues long which can originate from a number of different combinations
of D and JH gene segments.

A more complete evaluation of these ideas

will be possible once the DNA sequences of germline D gene segments
are known.
In addition to the DNA sequence analyses discussed above several
other problems remain in the dextran heavy chains.

One of the most

remarkable features of this system is that no repeate d sequences have
been found in twenty-one variable regions examined.

This strongly sug-

gests that we have not yet discovered the full extent of diversity in
the sy stem.

It would therefore seem reasonable to continue with vari-

able region amino acid sequence analysis.

The set of Id.X negative

molecules in particular has not been adequately characterized.

As

discussed in Chapter 4 and Appendix 1, we believe the Id.X determinant
to be located on the VH segment.

Thus the IdX negative population

may contain new VH segment sequences.

A second problem which has not

been adequately addressed as yet is the diversity of dextran lambda
light chains.

Preliminary isoelectric focusing data suggest that the
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diversity of these chains is limited.

Lambda chain variable regions

are the best documented system in which somatic mutation seems to occur

(5,6).

A more detailed sequence determination would be useful to pre-

cisely define the diversity of lambda chains from antibodies of known
specificity as well as reinforce our conclusions regarding the location
of idiotypic determinants.
The dextran antibodies present a set of antibodies which differ
one from another in small and defined ways.

They present an excellent

opportunity for a detailed characterization of antigen binding.

It

should be possible to examine the roles of VH' D and JH segments in
antigen binding since there are numerous pairs of dextran antibodies
which differ in only one of the three segments.

The dextran antibodies

themselves can be used as a set of closely related antigens for the
production of anti-antibodies (anti-idiotypes).

The diversity of anti-

bodies which react with a well defined protein antigenic determinant,
such as anti-idiotype antibodies which recognize IdX or IdI determinants, has not yet been carefully studied.

Knowledge of the diversity

of anti-idiotypes could have important implications for network theories
of immune regulation (7).
One of the major remaining unanswered questions in the study of
immunoglobulin genes is whether there is any order to the rearrangement of these genes during ontogeny.
V -D-J

H

H

In other words, do specific

combinations appear at precise and reproducible stages of de-

velopment?

This question can potentially be approached in the dextran

antibody system utilizing anti-IdX and anti-IdI antibodies as probes
for the presence of specific VH and D segments as cell surface immunoglobulin on maturing B cells.

Using appropriate combinations of dextran

antibodies for immunization and subsequent absorption of serum it also
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may be possible to raise JH segment specific antibodies.

One can hope

for exciting new features of antibodies to be revealed in the future.
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Figure 1.

Comparison of germline DNA (3,4) and amino acid (Chapter 5)

sequences for dextran JH segments.

The most probable junctional residue

indicated by DNA sequence analysis is on the left of each JH sequence.
The source of each sequence is indicated.

The amino acid sequence as

identified in Chapter 5 to which each germline DNA sequence most closely
corresponds is indicated.

The 5'-most site at which recombination dur-

ing D-JH joining could occur to generate each amino acid sequence is
indicated.

Recombination could occur 3' to this site.

lOOa, lOOb, lOOc

refer to the first, second and third nucleotides, respectively, in codon
100 .

The length of D segment implied by joining at the indicated sites

is shown.
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APPENDIX 1

This paper was published in
The Journal of Experimental Medicine.
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STRUCTURAL CORRELATES 0.F CROSS-REACTIVE AND
INDIVIDUAL IDIOTYPIC DETERMINANTS ON
MURINE ANTIBODIES TO a-(1
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Since their first description over 20 years ago, idiotypes have been used extensively
to study various aspects of the immune system (I, 2). Idiotypcs, antigenic determinants
associated with immunoglobulin-variable regions, have been found on VH and VL
regions, or both (3-11), and have been localized to both antigen-binding and
framework regions (12-17). Those idiotypc::s shared by immunoglobulins known to be
structurally different are designated ldX, 1 cross-reactive or public idiot)'Pes, whereas
those apparently restricted to one or a few closely related types of molecules are
designated Idl, individual or private idiotypes.
In spite of these general descriptive associations, the molecular bases for idiotypes
have not been precisely defined . This lack of molecular correlation stands in striking
contra~t to the precise structural correlations for the constant region allotypes of
rabbit and human immunoglobulins where allotype;positive and -negative proteins
differ by only one or .a few amino acid residues. Closelr related sets of structurallr
defined idiotype-positive and -negative proteins have not previously been described.
As part of an examination of the murine repertoire of anti-a-(1 -+ 3) dextran
.~ntibodies, a number of dextran-binding hybridoma proteins have been produced. A
comparison of amino acid sequences (18) and idiotype expression of these proteins has
allowed us to determine the molecular basis of anti-dextran idiotypes as a result of
two features. First, the light chains from two dextran-binding myeloma proteins,
MOPC104E and J558, are identical by amino acid sequence analrsis. Furthermore,
the light chains of these proteins and the 10 hybridoma proteins are identical by
isoelectric focusing. If these 12 light chains are identical, idiotypic variability is
encoded only in heavy chains. Second, some idiot)'Pe-positive and idiotype-negative
heavy chains are different by only one or a few adjacent amino acids. Accordingly,
precise correlations between ldX and ldl have been made with amino acid sequence
variations in certain portions of the VH regions.
• Supponcd by U. S. Public Health Service grants Al-11635, Al -1078 I, Al-153:.3, Al-05599, CA-09118,
and GM-07616, and National Science Foundation grant PCM 76-09i 19.
1
Abbrtviatioru and nomtndaturt UJtd in this pap": CF/\., complete Freund"• adjuvant; HGPRT, hypoxant hine
guanine phosphoribosyl transferase; l:.o. 5()7,, inhibition; Jdl, individual or prh-ate idiotrpe(~); ldX, crm&..... ,_,;,.,. nr no1hlir irfiotvnels): IEF.1soelectric focusing.
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Materials and Methods
Miu. Male and female retired breeders of the strains BALR/cj and RALB/c Cum were
obtained from The Jackson Laboratory, Bar Harbor, Maine, aud The:: Cumberland View
Farms, Clinton, Tenn., respective!;-. (BAB-14 X BR VR)f 1 mice were bred in our animal facility
(Washington University, St. Louis, Mo.). The BAB-14 females were gifts of Dr. L.A. Herzenberg
(Stanford Uni\'ersity, Palo Alto, Calif.) . BRVR male mice were purchased from the Laboratory
Animal Facility, State University of New York at Buffalo, Buffalo, N. Y.
Antigens and Immunizations. Primary anti-a-(! - 3) dextran responses were generated by
intraperitoneal injection of 100 µg 81355 dextran (Northern Regional Research Laboratory,
Peoria, Ill.) in complete Freund's adjuvant (CFA) . Hyperimmune responses were elicited by
two monthly iujections of 100 µg of B 1355 in incomplete Freund'~ adjuvam followed 1 mo later
by three intraperitoneal injections of 2 X 10~ Escherichia coli B (Calbiochcm.-Behring Corp.,
American Hoechst Corp., San Diego, Calif.) that had been heat killed at 90°C for 30 min
before use ( 19).
Somatic Ct!/ Hybn"dization. The procedure used was essentially that of Galfrc ct al. (20).
Briefly, -108 spleen cells from dextran-immunized mice were fused by polyethylene glycol
(Carbowax 1,500 lJ,500 mo! wt], Fisher Scientific Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.) to at least 107
hypoxanthine guanine phosphoribosyl transferase (HGPRT)-deficient MPC-11 (y-2b k) plasmacytoma cells, line 45.6T61.7 (21) or a nonsecreting variety of MOPC-21 (y-1,k), line NS1/lAg4-1 (22). These cells were generously supplied by Dr. M. Scharff (Alben Einstein College of
Medicine, New York) and by Dr. C. Milstein (Medical Research Council, Cambridge, Mass.).
Celb were cultured in 24-well culture dishes in HAT selection medium (23) . Dextran-binding
proteins were detected in culture supernates either by isoelectric focusing or radioimmune
assays. Hybrids were cloned in soft agar over 3T3 feeder layers (24) and grown in BALB/c mice
as ascites tumors.
ldlot;pr Assays. The assays for three separate idiotype determinants, ldX, ldl(M 104), and
ld1USS8), have been described previously (25) . Analyses were inhibition-type, solid-phase
radioimmunoassays performed in microtiter plates (Cooke Laboratory Products, Div. Dynatech
Laboratories, Inc., Dynatech Corp., Alexandria, Va .).
/dX. Goat anti-M104 was absorbed with Tl83 (µ-K), HOPC-1 (y-z.h). and normal serum
by solid-phase and soluble absorptkm . The resulting antiserum, called anti-IdX, was used at a
1:20,000 dilution to bind 1251-]558, a related dextran-binding protein with identical A-chains.
ldl(M/04). Rabbit anti-M104 was absorbed with Tl83, HOPC-1, normal serum, and
JS58. The resulting anti5.erum, called anti-Jcll(Ml04), was used at a 1:100 dilution to bind l2!•1.
M 104. It was necessary to include 10 µg of T183 and J558 in the assay to achieve the desired
·
specificity.
ld!U558). Rabbit anti-J5'.".18 was absorbed with M315(W.), HOPC-1,and l\f 104 to generate
an antiserum called anti-JdlU558) . This reagent was used at a 1:2,000 dilution to bind l2.'>J.
J558.
The relative concentration of these determinants in dextran-binding proteins was measured
b)· calculating the amount of test protein needed for 50~ inhibition (lr.o) of the rndiolabeled
proband molecules from binding to the plastic-adsorbed anti-idiotype. This value, when divided
into the J50 value for unlabeled proband, gives a measure of idiotype expression. A value of 1.0
deno.tes idiotype identity between test protein and the proband; <1.0 indicates nonidemity.

Results
Anti-a-( I - 3) Dextran Antibodies. Table I summarizes the origins and characteristics of the anti-a-(1 - 3) dextran antibodies used in this study. The IO hybridderived antibodies arc all µ.X-immunoglobulins and result from fusions of spleens from
9 individual animals. By isoclectric focusing, the >.-light chains of the hybrid proteins
are indistinguishable from those of M 104 and J558 (data not shown). The. hybrid
proteins that result from fusions with MPC-1 I in particular have variable amounts of
plasmacytoma-derived K chains in the lgM molecules, but the µ-K pairs do not bind
dextran (26) and probably have little efTect on idiotype determinations (see below).
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TABLE

Anti-a-( I Protein

MIO-t
J558
Hdex I
Hdex 2
Hclex 3
Hdex 4
Hdcx 5
Hdex 6
lldex 7
Hdcx8
Hdex 9
Hdex 10

I

3) Drxlran Antibodies
Hybrid pan -

Origin

ner•

BALB/c
BALB/c
(BAB-14 x BR\'R)F1
BALB/c
BALB/c
RALR/c
(BAH-11 x BRVR)F 1
BALB/1.:
BALB/c
BAI.B/c
BALB/c
BALB/c

MPC-11
M21
MPC-11
MPC-11
~!PC - II

M21
M21
M21
M21
MPC-11

I mm un izat ioni

Class

dextran/£ . coli
dcxtran/£ . coli
dcxtran/£ . coli
dextran/£. coli
d.-xtran/ £ . coli
dextran/ £. coli
dcxtran I 0
dextran 1°
dcxtran 1°
dcxtran/£. coli

lgM>.
lg..V.
lgM>.
lgM>.
JgM>.
lgM>.
lgivJ>..
lgM>..
lgM>.
lgM>.
lgM>..
lgM>.

• HGPRT-deficient MPC-11 (y·:n.K) or nonsccreting ~·ariant of MOPC2 I (y- 1K) that
synthesizes but does not secrete K chains.
t Hybrids Hdex I and 5 were derived from a single (BAB-14 X BRVR)F1 mouse 7 dafter
hyperimmunization with two monthly injections of 100 p.g of dextran 81355 in CFA
followed I mo later by three intravenous injections of 2 X 109 E. coli at 2 d intervals. The
other hybrids were derived from individual BALB/c mi~: lldex 2, 3, 4, 6, and 10 were
obtained 1-3 dafter the dextran/£. coh protocol , and Hdex 7, 8, and 9 were obtained 5-6
dafter a single injection of 100 p.g of dextran in CFA.

D segment J segment

V segment

(l(X),1()1)

(1-99)

(102·117)

MI04 - - - - - - - - - - - - Y D - - - - - - -

J558

------------RY-------

Hdex 2 - - - - - - - - - - - - N Y - - - - - - Hdex 3 - - - - - - - - - - - R D - - - - - -

V1

Hdel\ 6
Hdex 7
Hdex 4

------------SH-----------------AD------

KO Y - Y - 0 - L - )

Hdex 5

-----------SN Y - Y - 0 - L -

Hdex I

NYH-v·---16

~40

41 52 !>4

Hdex 8 -T-V·H P·T·S

V2
V3

Hdex 9

V4

Hdex IO

!>4 55

KK

18

Jz

J,

G-YD
R-H•N-F- RY

J,

VN

J,

63

73 77 80

Fie. I.

Diversity patterns of \'H regions of n-(1 -+ 3) dextran-binding mycloma and hybridom:i
proteins. The complete VH amino acid sequences of these 12 proteins are presented ehcwhere (18,
31) . Protein M 10-1 is used for comparison ; wlicl line" for 1h~ \" segments (1-99) and J scgmcnts
(102-117) denote id~ntity "'ith M 10-1 . DilTerem·es arc indicated by the one-letter code of Dayhoff
(30) . The D-scgment S<"quenc~ (100-101) are given for each protein .

Amino Acid Sequtncr Palterns of Dtxtra11-bindi11g Protri11s. Details of the total amino
acid sequences of the VH regions of M 104, J558, and the 10 dextran-binding
hrbridoma proteins arc presented elsewhere (18). Fig. 1 summarizes the major features
of these sequences and shows that the di\'er.;ity patterns di\'ide the VH regions into
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three segments: the V segment {residues 1-99), the D segment (100 and 101), and the
J segment (102-117) . There are four different V segments that differ from one another
at two to seven positions, and three J segments that differ from each other at from
two to five positions. There are nine different pairs of amino acids in the D segment
with three duplicated sequences. The V andJ segments are encoded by separate gene
segments analogous to the V- and J-gene segments coding for mouse light-chainvariable regions (27-29). 2
The genetic basis for the D segment is unknown; however, it must arise from DNA
not directly contiguous with either .the V- or J-gene !.cgments. 2 The fact that the D
segment oc.:urs at the junction of the V- and J-gene segments suggests that the D
segment represents yet another gene segment coding for the classical variable region.
Diversity in D-gene segments may arise by some process of somatic variation or it
may be encoded by germ-line D-gene segments.
ldiot;pic Characteristics of Dextran-binding Proteins. The dcxtran-binding proteins were
analyzed for their expression of three idiotypes previously described by Hansburg ct
al. (25), and the results along with a summary of the sequence data arc shown in Fig.
2 and Table JI. The IdX, expressed equally by M 104 and J558, is found on 11 of the
12 hybridoma proteins. One protein, Hdex 8, shows partial expression ofld.X, whereas
Hdex 10 is JdX negative. In addition to the ldX, other determinants have been
described previously that were found on M 104, but not J558 [ldl(M 104)) and on
J558, but not M104 lldl0558)] . These Idl determinants are also found among some
of the hybridoma proteins. Two hybridoma proteins, Hdex B and Hdex 7, are
equivalent to M 104 in expressions of ldl (M 104). One hybridoma protein, Hdex 9,
expresses IdIQ558) fully, whereas two others, Hdex 1 and Hdcx 2, show partial
expression of this idiotype. This pattern of expression of IdX and Idl determinants
among the monoclonal antibodies~is consistent with that seen in serum anti-a-(1 - 3)
dextran antibodies. The bulk of both 7S and 19S !serum antibodies react with antiI<lX, whereas only a minority express either IdI(MlO-t) or IdIQ558) (25).
It is unlikely that the existence of plasmacytoma-derived K chains in some of the
hybridoma proteins seriously alters our estimates of idiotypic relatedness. Even if it
should be found that µ-K pairs do not express a determinant normally expressed by
µ>.-pairs, the effect is minimized here by normalizing idiotype expression to ">.concentration .
Localization of tlu Ami110 Acids Important for ldX Exprrssion. A search was made to
correlate amino acid se4uence with the IdX determinant. Table II shows that it is
unlikely that the D segment is involved directly with IdX expression; the IdX-positive
proteins have nine different D segments that contain residues with side chains that
differ considerably in size, charge, and bonding abilities. Likewise, thcJ segments do
not contain residues that determine IdX expression because all three J segment
prototypes are associated with IdX-positive proteins and the JdX-negative protein
contains J 1 as do several IdX-positive proteins. Thus, it is differences in the V segment
that most likely detem1inc IdX expression . The four prototype V segments and their
IdX expression are summarized in Fig. 3. Comparison of the V4 (Hdex 10) ldXnegative sequence with the IdX-positive segments, V 1, V 2 , and V3 shows tha_t the
residues at positions 54 a11d 55 correlate with IdX expression. All 10 ldX-positive
1 Early, P., H. I luang, M. Davi,., K Calame, and L. Hood. An immunoglobulin heavy chain ii f'Cncratcd
from three segments of DNA : VH, D, and JH . Crll. In press.
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proteins have asparagine at residues 54 and 55 with a carbohydrate side chain at
position 55, whereas the ldX-negativc \'4 sequence of Hdex 10 lacks the carbohydrate
and has lysine residues at positions 54 and 55. Note that differences at positions other
than 54 and 55 do not modifr expression ofldX (e.g., V 3 ofHdex 9) . Interestingly, a
serine for asparagine interchange at position 54 results in partial expression of ldX
(e.g., V2 of Hdex 8) . This suggests that both positions 54 and 55 are involved in the
ldX determinant. The influence of the carbohydrate side chains on IdX expression is
as yet unknown .
Localization of the Amino Acids Important for /di Expression. Table II clearly shows that
the IdI (.M 104) and Idl 05513) determinants are dt".pendent upon D-segment residues.
A comparison of the M 104 and J558 proteins alone demonstrates this point. These
two proteins, whose light chains have been shown to be identical by amino acid
sequence analysis (32), differ only in their D segments. Thus, anti-IdIQ558), which
discriminates between J558 and M J04 by a factor of 1,000, must recognize the
influence of arginine and tyrosine at residues JOO and JOI in J558. This is confirmed
by the Hdex 9 protein, which fully expresses the ldIQ558) determinant and also has
arginine and tyrosine at residues JOO and 101, despite a different V segment (\73).
Interestingly, change of arginine 100 to asparagine (Hdex J and 2) results in partial
reactivity in the anti-ldIQ558) assays. Thus, the dominant contributor to the idiotype
is tyrosine 101, with significant involvement of arginine JOO. Similarly, the ldl(Ml04)
determinant involves the D segment , tyrosine-aspanic acid. Both M 104 and Hdex 8
express the ldI (M 104) determinant equally and exhibit identical D segments. In
addition, Hdex 7 with alanine instead of tyrosine at position JOO also shows full
expression of ldl(M104) . This again suggests that position 101 is the predominant
contributor to the determinant. However, two ldl(?\1104)-negative proteins, Hdex 3
and 4, also have aspanic acid at position 101 but differ from Jdl(M 104)-positive
proteins at position 100. This su~ests that some a\'Tlino acids at position JOO (tyrosine
and alanine) allow the expression of ldl(M 104), V:•hereas others such as arginine and
lysine prohibit it. It may be significant that both arginine and lysine are positively
charged amino acids.

Discussion
Antibodies to a-(1 - 3) dextran have been thought to be relatively restricted in
heterogeneity because of simple and widely shared isoelectric focusing (IEF) patterns
(25, 33) and of the existence of an idiotype shared by the majority of anti-dextran
antibodies (25, 34) . However, by making a correlative study ofIEF patterns with a set
of four idiotypes developed with the existing dextran-binding rnycloma proteins,
M104,J558, and UPCJ02, it became apparent that more heterogeneity existed than
was anticipated (33). The anti-idiotype reagents included goat anti-M J04, absorbed
to remove only isotypic acti,·ity, that detected determinants expressed by all three
myelomas and thus was an ldX. Three additional reagents prepared by removing
anti-IdX activity recognized only the individual mycJomas, and thus were labeled
anti-Idl(M 104), -ldlQ558), or -Idl (UPC102) (25) . It was evident that anti-dextran
myeloma proteins contained both shared and unique variable-region determinants.
All four of these antisera detected proteins present in the sera of conven~iunally
immunized responder mice. The IdX was found to be associated \\;th 60-80!/o of 7S
and 19S anti-dextran antibodies. This idiotype reagent is probably similar to the anti-
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TABLE II
CompariJon of l'ariablr-Rrgion Struc/urt with ldi11t;pr Expression

v .. riahl~
M104
Hdcx 8
Hde>. 7
J558
Hdex 9

v

D

I
2

3

region•

J

Idiot ype exprcs.,iont
ldX

(SOF§)

ldl(M104)

(SDF)

ldl(JS58)

(SDF)

YD
YD
AD

1.0
0.2
0.8

(I.I)
(1.3)
(1.3)

1.0
0.9

(1.2)
(1.2)
(1.5)

<0.001
<0.001
<0.001

NCD
NC
NC

RY

1.2
1.4

(1.2)
(I.I)

<0.002
0 .002

NC

1.0

(1.5)

1.5

(I.I)
(I.I)

RY

1.1

Udex I
Hdex 2

NY
NY

3

1.0
2.1

(I.I)
(1.2)

0 .005
0 .002

(2.1)
(1.3)

0.10
0. 11

(1.2)
(I.I)

Hdex
Hdex
Hdex
Hdex

RD
KD
SN

I
2
2

(1.2)
(I.I)
(1.0)
(1.3)

0 .01
0.008
0.002
0.002

(1.2)
(1.4)
(1.2)
(1.3)

<0.001
<0.001
0.002
0.009

NC
NC

SH

1.6
1.6
1.5
1.4

VN

<0.001

NC

<0.001

NC

0.002

3
4
5
6

Hdex 10

4

(2.2)

(1.5)
(1.2) .

• Sec Fig. I for explanation of variable-region segments. The one-letter amino acid code of Dayhoff (30) is
used to define the D segments.
*Sec Materials and Methods.
§Standard de,fation factor. Log SDF ., SD of Ing (idiotype expression) .
HNot calculable.

J558 idiotype described by Blomberg et al. (34) that inhibited 803 of anti-dextran
plaque-forming cells. Also, amino acid sequences of pooled ldX-negative and ldXpositive dcxtran-binding scrum antibndies were ideptical for at least the first 30-50
residues (35) . This demonstrated the limited heterogeneity of VH segments in antidcxtran antibodies and that the IdX reagent recognized differences in theC-terminal
portion of the VH region of these antibodies. The Idl were expressed to a much smaller
degree than the IdX and appeared to be associated with antibodies that also expressed
the IdX activity. The frequency of expression for indi\'idual idiotypes followed the
order MJ04 > J558 > UPCJ02, but the sum of the antibodies bearing these ldl
determinants accounted for only a minority (- 10%) of the anti-dextran antibodies
(25). This left the majority of antibodies defined either by an IdX alone or by the
absence of any detectable idiotype.
The ability to produce a -(1 - 3) dextran-binding hybridoma proteins has not only
enhanced our study of the anti-dextran repertoire, but also has allowed us to study
the molecular bases of idiotypes. This is possible primarily for two reasons. First, the
two myeloma proteins, MI 04 and J558, are known to share the identical A-light chain
(32) which by isoelectric focusing appears common to all the hybridoma proteins.
Therefore, the light chain should be a constan1 factor in idiotype expression. thus

t'1c. 2. Relati"" inhibitory patterns of dextran bindin~ prot~ins in radioimmun" assays for (A)
ldX, (llj ldl(M 104), and (CJ ldl(J:>:>R) . Inhibitory pallem~ for 12 dcx1ran binding prot<'in~ in
idiu1ypc assays as de!icril>ed in.Mat"rials and Mc1hods . DistinctiYr patterns are emphasi1~d by wlid
linrs. NSlg n-prcsents the inhihitory c:ipac-ity of an immunoglobulin fraction of notmal mou"'
scrun1.
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S4~

M104

T

SC ~"' 5054

63

Hdex 10

C.......-

v,

LO

V2

0.2

v~

1.0

78

V-HP-T·S

Hdex 9

lleloto ..

cl ldX

NN
16

Hdex 8

19

~

'P'3

TT IO

R-H-N•F
~55

KK

V4 < O.OOI

Fie;. 3. Localization of amino acids important for ldX cxprcs.~ion . The V segments of four dextran
binding proteins illustrate the localization of ldX exprcs.~ion to asparagines 54, 55, and/or carbc.hydrate. M104 is use<l for comparison; solid lines denote identity with M104. Differences are
indicated by the one-letter code of Dayhoff (30). CHO represents the carbohydrate attached to
M 104, Hdex 8, and Hdex 9, but absent from Hdex JO. The relative expression of ldX refers to
idiotype expression in radioimmune assay desrribcd in Material~ and Methods.

simplifying characterization of sequence correlates for the idiotypes. It should be
emphasized that this supposition requires experimental confirmation by direct
quence analysis of the >.-chains. Secondly, the heavy chains share a large degree of
sequence identity with only one or two amino acid differences between some idiotypepositive and -negative VH regions.
Three separate idiotype determinants on dextran-binding immunoglobulins correlate well with hypervariable-region structure. The ldX correlates with two amino
acids and/or associated carbohydrate in the second hypervariable region, and the two
Idl determinants are dependent upon D-segment structure in the third hypen·ariable
region.
The finding that the dextran 1'diotypcs are dependent upon one or two amino acids
is consistent with the probable molecular bases of other serological markers of
immunoglobulins, notably, Gm markers of y-chains, the Inv markers on K chains,
and the 0, and Kern markers of A-chains (36-38). Likewise, the rabbit y-chain
markers al 1-12 and a14-15 reflect single amino acid substituents (39, 40). Studies by
Vrana et al. {I I) on the l~ght-chain idiotypes of inulin-binding myeloma proteins
limit the location of an Idl and ldX determinant to a few amino acids each.
Other families of immunoglobulins have been characterized idiotypically. In a
study of human IgM cold agglutinins, Williams et al. (41) were the first to show that
proteins with similar binding specificities possess both shared and unique antigenic
determinants. Furthermore, myeloma and hybridoma proteins that bind inulin, levan,
galactan, and poly-(L-glutamic acid60 , L-alanine30, L·tyrosine 10 ) (10, 42-44) have been
studied extensi\'ely and demonstrate both ldX and Idl specificities. Like dextran
antibodies, con\'entionally raised antibodies to these antigens exhibit IdX determinants; however, ldl determinants arc rarely detected. This has led to the concepts
that ldX determinants reflect germ-line genes, and that ldl determinants reOect
random somatic mutation. Our data show how ldl determinants can occur in natural
antibody; however, the mechanism by which the D-segment diversity arises is not yet
understood.2 \Vhether the Idl determinants in other idiotype systems will localize to
the D segment awaits fun her study.
There are several important points to be made from these data concerning the use
of idiotypes as structural markers for genetic studi<".s. (a) The anri-ldX reagent is

se-
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specific for only two adjacent amino acids and/or carbohydrate in the V segment
although the antiserum was absorbed only for isotype activity and with normal serum.
This suggests that either the two amino acids and/or carbohydrate constitute the
major antigenic determinant of the V segment or that normal serum immunoglobulins
contain structures similar to the remaining determinants of M 104. (b) Three of the
four dextran V segments express the ldX determinant. Thus, this highly specific
idiotypic determinant is shared by more than one germ-line gene if, indeed, the
distinct V-segment sequences are encoded by different germ-line V-gene segments. (c)
Idiotypic determinants have been shown to depend on V and D segments. It is
conceivable that some idiotypic determinants may involve J segments. \-\'hereas \land possibly D-segment idiotypcs may indeed be specific for dextran-binding proteins,
potential J-segment idiotypes may be shared by proteins binding to a number of
antigens. For example, the J1 sequence has been shown to be present in myeloma
proteins binding phosphocholine and galactan (18) . Accordingly, it is possible that J
segments arc shared widely among immunoglobulin groups and that data that
demonstrate an unusually high degree of idiotype sharing may be a result of anti-Jsegment activity. (d) The individual idiotypes in the dextran system are dependent
upon the D segment, which may or may not involve a germ-line DNA sequence: one
possibility is that the diversity in this segment arises from a somatic variation
mechanism. If so, it may be difficult to correlate the Idl determinants with distinct
germ-line DNA sequences. Hence, the ldl markers may have uncertain significance
in terms of gene mapping, linkage, and expression.
The localization of idiotypic determinants to V, D, and potentially even J segments
has implications for studies that have used idiotypes as probes to analyze V-region
composition and inheritance (I 7, 45, 46), to map V-region gene order through the
analysis of recombinant anima4 (14, 45, 4 7), and to compare the nature of T cell
receptors (48, 49) or effector factors (50, 51) to' immunoglobulins, to name a few .
Clearly, correct interpretations of results that involve idiotypes are dependent upon
precise definition of the structure of each determinant and knowledge of the genetic
bases for their inheritance.
Summary
For the first time V-region amino acid sequence differences have been correlated
with the expression of cross-reactive and individual idiotypes through an analysis of
12 dextran-binding proteins. This correlation has been possible because of the
apparent sequence identity of the corresponding lambda chains. Expression of a crossreactive idiotype was localized to two residues and/or a carbohydrate in the second
hypervariable region of the heavy chain. Two individual idiotypes correlate with the
two amino acids within the third hypervariable region that comprises the D segment
of the dextran-binding proteins. These results demonstrate that idiotype reagents can
recognize two amino acid differences within V and D segments of classical variable
regions. In anti-dextran antibodies, cross-reactive idiotypcs involve V-region determinants, whereas individual idiotype determinants correlate with D-scgmcnt variation .
We thank Alexander Shatfer for assistance in producing and maintaining hybridoma.~ and
Donna Venturini for assistance with idiotypc assays.
Rmwtdfor publication 14 Janua~}' 1980.
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Sequence of Histone 2B of Drosophila melanogastert
Sarah C. R. Elgin,• James Schilling, and Leroy E. Hood

ABSTRACT:

The complete sequence of histone 2B of Drosophila
has been determined by using an improved Beckman sequenator. Comparing these data with thos.e previously published by other investigators on the histone 2B of calf (lwai,
K., Hayashi, H., & Ishikawa, K. (1972) J. Biochem. (Tokyo)
72, 357-367], trout [Koostra, A., & Bailey, G. S. (1978)
Biochemistry 17, 2504- 2510). and Patella (a limpet) [van
Heiden, P. D., Strick.land, W. N., Brandt, W. F., & von Holt,
C. (1979) Eur. J. Biochem . 93, 71-78). it is possible to assess
the evolutionary stability of this protein. There is little conservation of sequence in the N-tenninal portion of the molecule
(residues 1-26 numbering according to calf H2B), while the
remainder of the protein, which we designate the C-terminal

portion, is highly conserved. In the region of 27-125 residues,
there are 9 substitutions in the composite data among the 98
positions, 8 of them conservative. These data indicate that
very different selective pressures operate on the two different
portions of the H2B molecule, implying the existence of two
well-defined regions. Studies on the structure of the nucleosome by others have suggested that the C-terminal portion of
H2B is involved in histone-histone interactions while the
N-terminal portion is a relatively free "tail" binding to DNA.
The sequence data indicate that the function of the C-terminal
region of H2B requires considerable sequence specificity while
that of the N-terminal region does not.

During the last few years considerable evidence has been
obtained which has led to and supported the nucleosome or
11 body model of chromatin structure. The chromatin fiber

is visualized as a string of beads, each bead made up of eight
molecules of the smaller histones, 2A, 28, 3 and 4, around
which the DNA is wrapped. There arc -200 base pairs of
DNA associated with each unit. Histonc I and the nonhistonc
chromosomal proteins arc apparently associated with the DNA
on the outside of the core structure. For reviews of the evidence leading to this model and a more detailed discussion,
sec Elgin & Weintraub (1975), Kornberg (1977), and Fclscnfeld (1978).
The pioneering studies of Fambrough, DcLange, and their
colleagues (Fambrough & Bonner, 1968; DcLangc ct al.,

t from the Biological Laboratories, Harvard University, Cambridge,
Mll§acbusctts 02138 (S.C.R.E.). and the Division of Biology, California
Institute of Technology, Pasadena, California 91125 (J.S. and L.E.H .).
Rtceivtd April JO, 1979; rtviud manuscript rtctivtd Stptember 27,
1979. Supported by Grant PCM 75-15259 from the National Science
foundation to S.C.R .E. and Grant GM 06945 from the National Institutes of Health to L.E.H . S.C.R.E. is the recipient of a Research
Career Development Award from the National Institutes of Health .
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1969) demonstrated that the histones are among the most
conserved proteins yet analyzed. Similarly, the nucleosome
organization of the chromatin fiber is a highly conserved
structure, having been observed for essentially all eucaryotes
and for all forms of chromatin (interphase, metaphase, polytene) studied to date [e.g., Woodcock et al. (1976)) . It is of
interest to determine and compare the primary structures of
the histones, the building blocks of nucleosome structure, for
several reasons . First, the pattern and degree of sequence
conservation should indicate which portions of the molecules
are necessary in an invariant form for nucleosome structure
and function . Differences in the degree of conservation within
a given histone may indicate the positions of different functional domains having different evolutionary constraints.
Second, the availability of different histones whose sequences
are completely determined should aid in studying the interactions of the histones with each other and with other components of the chromatin complex. Third, the availability of
different histones whose structures have been completely determined will allow one to test the specificity of components
of the chromatin system, such as histone modification enzymes.
It is of particular interest to work with organisms where genetic
manipulation is possible and where studies of the histone gene
sequences are underway (Lifton et al., 1978). For these
reasons, we have determined the complete sequence of liistone
2B of Drosophila .
Methods
Isolation of Histone 2B. Histones were isolated by extraction with 1.6 N NaCHl.2 N HCI froin crude chromatin
of 6-18-h-old Drosophila melanogaster Oregon R embryos
prepared by the method of Elgin & Hood ( 197 3). The histones
were then dialyzed against 0.0 I M acetic acid, lyophilized, and
stored at -20 °C for future use. Eighty milligrams of histone
was redissolved in 0.01 M acetic acid, and histone I was
removed by extraction with 5% perchloroacetic acid. This step
is necessary since histone 1 of Drosophila contains cysteine
(Alfageme et al., 1974; S . C . R. Elgin, unpublished experiments) . The pellet was dissolved in 8 M urea--0 .05 M TrisHCI (pH 8.0)-1 % ,S-mercaptoethanol and dialyzed extensively
against 0.1 M Tris-HCI (pH 8)--0.3 M NaCl-I mM ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (column buffer, CB) . The proteins
were applied in this buffer to a 2.,.5 mm x 12 cm column of
preequilibrated activated thio-Sepharose 4B resin (Pharmacia).
Histones 2A and 2B were eluted in the runoff peak (flow rate
4.5 mL/h) with some H3 contamination. The bulk of the H3
was covalently bound to the column. H4 remained in association with H3 and could be eluted with CB + 5 M urea,
indicating the expected hydrophobic interaction. H3 was
eluted with CB + 5 M urea + 20 mM L-cysteine. The column
could be regenerated by washing with CB + 1.5 mM dithiouracil. Recovery of purified histone was -75%. Histone 2B
was purified from the runoff peak by repeated extraction with
80% ethanoHl.26 M HCI (Oliver et al., 1972). Electrophoresis on acid-urea gels indicated that the product was 85-90%
H2B, the single major contaminant being H2A. No subfractions of histone 2B were dbserved in this work, nor have
any been reported for Drosophila in other studies (Oliver &
Chalkley, 1972; Alfageme et al., 1974).
Sequencing Strategy. The N-terminal sequence of the H2B
protein was determined for residues 1-62 on an improved
Beckman sequenator (data shown in Figure 1). A portion of
the H2B protein was blocked at its N-terminal a-amino and
lysine t-amino groups by succinylation. This "blocked" protein
was cleaved with cyanogen bromide at positions 56 and 59,
and the resulting mixture of three peptides (1-56, 57-59, and

60-122) was loaded in the sequencer without further purification. The two unblocked peptides (57-59 and 60-122) were
sequenced simultaneously for 59 residues (data shown in
Figure 2). The H2B protein was contaminated with -10%
H2A protein, and the sequence of a cyanogen bromide fragment from H2A also could be followed . We also carried out
a tryptic digestion of succinylated H2B and sequenced the
"arginine" peptides 31-69 and 97-122 simultaneously as a
mixture (data not shown) . The arginine peptides were sequenced to within four residues of the C terminus of the
C-terminal peptide.
Succinylation. The H2B was dissolved at 10 mg/mL in 8
M guanidine hydrochloride and reacted on a pH stat at pH
9.0 with a 100-fold excess of succinic anhydride over protein
(w /w) at room temperature.
Cyanogen Bromide Cleavage. The H2B protein was dissolved at 10 mg/ml in 70% formic acid and reacted for 18
hat 4 °C with a fivefold excess of cyanogen bromide (w /w) .
Tryptic Digestion. The H2B protein was dissolved at 10
mg/ml in 0.2 M ammonium bicarbonate and digested at 37
°C for 2.5 h with 250 µg/ml trypsin .
Preparation of Arginine Fragments. The mixture of peptides resulting from tryptic digestion of succinylated H2B was
separated on Sephadex G-15 in 0.2 M ammonia into several
peaks. The first peak eluted from the column contained arginine fragments extending from residues 31 to 69 and 97 to
122. This mixture of two peptides was analyzed on the automatic sequenator.
Automated Sequence Analysis. Polypeptides were sequenced on a modified Beckman l 20B sequencer as described
by Hunkapiller & Hood (1978) . The phenylthiohydantoin
amino acids were identified by high-pressure liquid chromatography on Du Pont Zorbax ODS columns.
Carboxypeptidase Digestion. The H2B protein was dissolved in 0.2 M ammonium bicarbonate. A mixture of carboxypeptidases A and B (both DFP-treated; Sigma) was added
at time 0 at a histone/enzyme ratio of 100:1. Digestion was
at room temperature for 5 or 60 min. After being boiled for
2 min to stop the digestion, samples were lyophilized and
analyzed on a Durrum D-500 amino acid analyzer.
Results and Discussion
Automated Sequence Analysis. The amino acid sequence
for positions 1-62 is given unambiguously in Figure I. The
results have been presented by plotting nanomoles of phenylthiohydantoin amino acids recovered vs. residue position
for each amino acid . The samples for steps 39-42 were accidently pooled and analyzed together. The sequence of this
region was determined by the sequence analysis of a tryptic
(arginine) peptide containing residues 31-69 (data not shown) .
The sequence analysis of the cyanogen bromide fragment
starting at position 60 is unambiguous out to the threonine
at position 119 (Figure 2) . Indeed, these data suggest that
positions 120 and 121 are Ser-Ser, although the signal-to-noise
ratio makes this latter assignment tenuous. Arginine peptides
31-69 and 97-122 have sequences which confirm completely
the results given in Figures I and 2.
Carboxyfieptidase Analysis. A 5-min digestion with carboxypeptidases A and B resulted in the release of lysine, thus
identifying this residue as the C-terminal amino acid. A longer
digestion time resulted in the release of additional amino acids
which are consistent with the sequence assignment of the
C-terminal region of histone 2B given in Figure 3.
Summary of Sequence Data. The final sequence of histone
H2B of D. melanogaster with a summary of the evidence used
is given in Figure 3. The assignment of Ser-Ser at positions
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FIG URE I : Nanomoles of each phenylthiohydantoin amino acid recovered at each step for the H2B N-terminal sequence. The amino acid
identified at each step is indicated by a heavier dot. Samples for steps 39- 42 were accidentally pooled, and the four amino acids were therefore
identified together. The scale is expanded fivefold at cycle 43 , except for lysine which is not expanded and histidine and arginine which are
plotted throughout on the expanded sca le .
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120 and 121 remains tentative. The sequence is in complete
agreement with the sequence of the H2B gene from the DN A
clone cDm 500 from D. melanogaster which has been com·
pleted for residues 1-117 (M. Goldberg and D.S. Hogness,
personal communication) . In addition, the data obtained
indicate that Drosophila H2A, like that of calf, has a blocked
N-tenninal residue, but unlike calf has a methionine at position
55. The H2A sequence from residues 55-95 (numbering
according to calf thymus H2A) can for the most part be
detected as the minor peaks in Figure 2.
Conservation of Sequence . A comparison of the sequence
of Drosophila H2B with complete H2B protein sequences
previously determined by others is presented in Figure 4. In
preparing Figure 4, an attempt was made (by Visual inspection)
to align the proteins for maximum homology, using insertions
and deletions as necessary. In the following discussion we will
refer to amino acid positions numbered according to the calf
protein, as in Figure 4. While H2B's of calf and trout are
fairly homologous (1 deletion, 7 substitutions) , it is readily

apparent that H2B of Drosophila differs more extensively from
its calf counterpart [6 sequence gaps (deletions or insertions),
15 substitutions] . In fact, there is very little sequence horn·
ology for the region 1-26 (numbered according to the calf
sequence) when the composite data for these three proteins
are examined . Within the region 27-125, homology is con·
siderable; there are no sequence gaps and only eight substi·
tutions of which seven are conservative. While this manuscript
was in preparation, the complete amino acid sequence of H2B
from Patella granatina, a limpet, was reported (van Heiden
et al., 1979). Comparison with calf H2B indicates a minimum
of 5 gaps, all before position 27, and 21 substitutions, 15
conservative. As would be expected from the established
phylogenetic relationships, Patella H2B shows considerably
greater homology with Drosophila H2B; there are only 2 gaps,
both before position 27, and 12 substitutions, 10 conservative,
in this comparison.
The results suggest that there are two quite different regions
in H2B, possibly indicative of different functions with very
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FIGURE 2: Nanomoles of each phenylthiohydantoin amino acid recovered at each step of the sequence of H2B cyanogen broinide peptides.
Three sequences can be seen: (e) H2B 60-122; (X) H2B 57-59; (0) contaminating H2A sequences (see Results and Discussion). The N-terminal
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different requirements for sequence specificity. The N-terminal region, residues 1-26, can be defined as that portion of
the molecule which lacks extensive sequence homology, which
includes sequence gaps in comparisons of H2B sequences, and
which includes most of the clusters of basic amino acids. The
boundary of the conserved and nonconserved regions has been
assessed by examination of all the currently published data.
The sequence of a sea urchin (Strongy/ocentrotus purpuratis)
embryo H2B has recently been reported from DNA sequencing of the gene (Sures et al., 1978). (Since the histone
genes arc repeated, one cannot yet be certain that this gene
is expressed.) A comparison of this sequence with that of calf

H2B indicates 3 gaps, all occurring before position 27, and
22 substitutions, 15 conservative (see Figure 4) . In addition
to the protein and DNA sequence data from somatic cell H2B
histones used in constructing Figure 4, data on the N-tcrminal
region of the analogous protein from sea urchin sperm may
be considered. Five H2B proteins from Parechinus angu/osus
and Pasammechinus mi/iaris sperm have recently been isolated
and sequenced (Strickland ct al., 1977a,b, 1978). The sea
urchin sperm histone 2B's are -15% larger than those of calf,
trout, and Drosophila. An excellent alignment, however, can
bC obtained between these proteins and calf H2B starting at
residue 27. The common sequence for these proteins at
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FIGURE 3: Summary· of evidence for the sequence of Drosophila histone H2B. Residues determined by sequence analysis from the N-tcrminal

residue arc indicated by -; those determined by analysis of the cyanogen bromide peptides arc indicated by -; those determined by analysis
of the arginine peptides are indicated by -. Parentheses indicate tentative assignments. The C-tcrminal residue was identified as Lys by
using carboxypeptidase digestion.
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FIGURE 4: Comparison of amino acid sequence data available for histone 2B . Sequences have been aligned to obtain maximum homology

with the calf sequence. Numbering is acrording to the calf sequence . Complete sequences from the following references arc presented: calf
H2B, lwai ct al., 1972; trout (Sa/mo trutla) H2B, Koostra & Bailey, 1976, 1978; sea urchin (S. purpuratis) early embryo H2B (from DNA
sequence), Sures ct al., 1978; D. melanogaster H2B, this paper. The sequence for P. granatina H2B (van Heiden ct al., 1979) for residues
35-125 is identical with that of Drosophila with the exception of val inc at position 54. Positions at which substitutions have occurred in the
region 27-125 arc underlined. The partial sequence of sea urchin sperm H2B is from Strickland ct al. (1978) (sec text). Data collectively
presented as "others" for the region 27-125 amino acids indicate any additional substitutions noted in the sequences from the following : sea
urchin (P. mi/iaris) H2B (from DNA sequencing), positions 2CH22 (Birnstiel et al., 1977; Schaffner ct al., 1978); sea urchin (P. angulosus)
embryo H2B, positions 27-35 and 59-79 (Brandt & von Holt, 1978); sea urchin (P. angulosis) embryo H2B fraction III, positions 59-70,
embryo H2B fraction V, positions 59-71, and somatic H2B, positions 59-80 (Brandt et al., 1979); rat chlorolcukcmia H2B, residues 121-125
(Martinagc ct al., 1976); mouse H2B, residues 73-79 (Franklin & Zwcidlcr, 1977); calf minor H2B, residues 73-79 (franklin & Zweidlcr,
1977). Parentheses indicate ambiguities or uncertainties in the data.

positions 27-35 is given in Figure 4. A comparison of the
C-terminal 90 residues of the 5 sperm H2B proteins with calf
H2B indicates no gaps and 20 substitutions, 18 of them conservative. The somatic histone 2B's of pea and tobacco have

also been reported to be -20% larger than that of calf (Gigot
et al., 1976; Spiker & Isenberg, 1977). In an analysis of the
tryptic peptides and BrCN cleavage fragments of pea H2B,
Hayashi et al. (1977) were able to align the peptides with the
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calf H28 sequence starting at position 35. No significant
alignments were obtained in the N-terminal portion. Thus,
in both these cases the additional residues must be part of the
N-tcnninal region. Comparison of the C-terminal 90 residues
(from positions 35 to 125) tentatively indicates I gap and 19
substitutions for pea H28 relative to calf H28. Most of the
substitutions arc conservative. If the sequence gap at position
39/ 4() for pea H2B implied by the peptide data is substantiated
in the complete sequence, one would wish to consider moving
the boundary position to 40. Otherwise, the data available
indicate that the boundary occurs at position 26/27, with the
size and position of the block of basic residues starting at
position 27 relatively conserved features (sec Figure 4) .
It is of interest to compare this result to that obtained for
the other histones involved in the nucleosome core. Extensive
data on H3 and H4 indicate that these proteins are highly
conserved over the entire molecule. No sequence gaps and
only five positions where substitutions have occurred have been
observed in sequence studies of H3 from vertebrates, invertebrates, and plants [see von Holt ct al. (1979), Schaffner et
al. (1978), and Sures et al. (1978)] ; no sequence gaps and only
three positions where substitutions have occurred have been
seen in these H4's [see von Holt ct al. (1979)] . In both cases,
no substitutions have been found in the N-terminal 40 amino
acids. 1 In particular, we have examined the N-tcrminal
sequence of Drosophila H3 to position 32 and found it to be
identical with that of calf (S. C . R. Elgin, unpublished experiments). Histone 2A is more variable; 8 sequence gaps and
27 substitutions may be noted in a composite comparison of
the sequences from calf, rat, mouse, chick, trout, sea urchin,
and Drosophila (partial) [sec von Holt ct al. (1979), Laine
ct al. (1978), and R . Goldberg and D. S. Hogness (personal
communication)] . Insertions and deletions are mostly clustered
in the N- and C-tenninal regions (residues 1-21and121-129);
the substitutions appear randomly distributed. A recent study
of the sequences of H2A fractions from wheat germ reports
the N-terminal region to be variable in both size and sequence
(Rodrigues et al., 1979). Thus, while histones H3 and H4 are
conserved structures throughout, both H2B and H2A show
size and sequence variability in the terminal portions of the
molecule with a conserved central core. .
It should be noted that while both the size and sequence of
the N-terminal region of H2B vary, the overall amino acid
composition of the region is relatively constant, with 26-32%
basic amino acids for the somatic H2B's (data from calf, trout,
Drosophila, Patella, and sea urchin embryo) and 38-41% basic
amino acids for the sea urchin sperm H2B's. There is no
conserved, readily identifiable pattern of spacing of either the
basic residues or the prolines in the N-terminal region of the
somatic 2B histones. These observations suggest that only the
very broad structural characteristics predictable from amino
acid composition (e.g., net charge) need be conserved for this
portion of the protein to function properly. It is known that
several of the lysine residues in the N-tcrminal region can be
modified by acetylation. Analysis of the data in the trout
system for all the histones has led Dixon ct al. (1975) to
suggest that sites of the type -X-Lys-X-, where X is glycine,
alanine, serine, or threonine, or of the type -Lys-Arg-, -Arg-

I Glover cl Gorovsky ( 1979) have recently found that H4 from a
protozoa, Tttrahymtna thtrmophi/, differs substantially_from that of
calf. In the first 66 residues there are 2 gaps and 13 subs11tut1ons. This
H4 behaves differently from others in several functional assays, complexing less strongly than calf H4 with both calf and Tttrahymtna H2B
and H3 (Glover cl Gorovsky, 1978); consequently, it has not been included in this analysis.

Lys-, or -Lys-Lys- are preferentially acetylated, although the
secondary structure of the protein is no doubt important in
limiting acetylation to the N-terminal region. In the composite
data of Figure 4 for H2B, 31 of 35 lysines in the N-terminal
region occur at such sites. While to some degree this must
be a reflection of the amino acid composition of this region,
the conservation of this type of lysine site suggests a functional
requirement.
Functional Analysis of H2B. Several lines of evidence have
suggested the presence of at least two separate functional
domains in H2B (and in the other core histones). On the basis
of nuclear magnetic resonance and optical-spectroscopic data,
Bradbury and his colleagues (Bradbury & Rattle, 1972;
Bradbury et al., 1972) have suggested that residues 31-102
constitute a relatively structured part of H2B, while residues
1-30 and 102-125 are primarily involved in DNA binding.
It should be noted, however, that these DNA binding studies
were carried out in the absence of a full complement of histones. More recent work supports the concept of a H2B
structural core formed by residues 55-78 (Lilley et al., 1975;
Tancredi et al., 1976). A similar study using proton magnetic
resonance and circular dichroism to analyze the H2A-H2B
complex indicates that residues 37-114 of H2B are involved
in the stable tertiary structure that is formed (Moss et al.,
1976). This region is essentially that which is highly conserved
in amino acid sequence.
Results of this type have led several investigators to predict
that the N-terminal regions of H2B (and those of the other
core histones) would project as "tails" from the nuclcosome
core, available to bind to the associated DNA [e.g., Van Holde
ct al. (1974)]. Such a model is supported by the observation
of Weintraub & Van Lente (1974) that trypsin digestion of
chromatin, while degrading HI, HS, and the nonhistone
chromosomal proteins completely, removes the N-tcrminal
20-30 residues from the smaller histones but leaves the core
essentially intact. All four of the smaller histones arc required
to generate the trypsin-resistant complex, which is stable in
the absence of DNA in 2 M NaCl (Weintraub et al., 1975).
Studies of histone interactions in solution show strong
complex formation between H2B and H2A and H2B and H4
and a relatively weaker interaction between H2B and H3
(D'Anna & Isenberg, 1974; Spiker & Isenberg, 1977). More
recently, Spiker & Isenberg (1978) have found that the pattern
of pairwise histone-histone interactions is conserved for hetcrologous complexes of core histones from calf and pea, even
though pea H2B is -20% larger than calf H2B. These interkingdom complexes form with essentially the same binding
constants as the regular complexes. Spiker & Isenberg (1978)
estimate (given the error limits of their data) that at most one
or two residue changes may have occurred at" the binding
surfaces between two interacting histones. Given the results
obtained by protein sequencing, these findings imply that the
C-tcrminal region of H2B is involved in histone-histone interactions, while the N-tcrminal region is not. Direct studies
using chemical cross-linking indicate that the middle one-third
of H2B interacts closely with H2A and the C-tcrminal onethird of H2B interacts closely with H4 (Martinson ct al., 1979;
Delange ct al., 1979). Similar cross-linking results have been
obtained by using chromatin from either plants or animals
(Martinson & True, 1979).
Thus, the data suggest that the two very different regions
of H2B identified by comparative sequence analysis reflect
two very different functional domains of the protein. There
is a conserved core of histone 2B (residues 35-125) which is
both necessary and sufficient to generate the stable tertiary
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structure of this protein in a complex(es) with histones 2A,
3, and 4. The more basic N-terminal domain 1-26 binds to
DNA in a manner requiring considerably less structural
specificity. A run of five to eight basic residues occurs at the
end of the N-terminal domain; the significance of this cluster
is unknown. Why H2B differs from the core histones H3 and
H4 in its pattern of conserved structure remains to be resolved.
The case of H2A resembles that of H2B. While current
evidence suggests that the H3-H4 tetramer is necessary and
sufficient for beginning DNA folding (Camerini-Otero et al.,
1976; Sollner-Webb et al., 1976; Moss et al., 1977), direct tests
using antibodies against H2B indicate that this histone is
present in most, if not all, nucleosomes (Bustin et al., 1976;
Simpson & Bustin, 1976). Studies on the reactive properties
of the histones in chromatin have indicated that the N-terminal
region of H2B is relatively exposed [e.g., Malchy (1977)). A
functional analysis of the different constraints placed on the
N-terminal domains of the different core proteins must await
further data on chromatin structure.
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